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DEFENDFR

Nkrumah Praises
GarveyMovement

Sat., Mar. 30, 1957

Report From Springfield

Korshak Praises
Education Group

• •
By SEN. MARSHALL KORSIIAK
Dear Neighbors:

THE HIGHER EDUCATION
COMMISSION, State of Illinois,
has, after 18 months of discussion
and study into the important and
complex problems of higher education, approved a final report to
the governor and the legislature.
' Under the able chairmanship of
Major Lenox R. Lohr, the commission tackled the problems of
providing adequate facilities for
higher education for its youth in
as economical and intelligent a
manner as possible.
' Many conclusions were reached.
Extension and expansion of junior
colleges was definitely urged.

A statewide scholarship plan of
1,000 scholarships per year was
decided upon in lieu of the creation of a four year degree granting
program in the Chicago Undergraduate Division of the University of Illinois.
Each scholarship is not to exceed $600, and is renewable for
three years in addition to the
first award if the student remains
in good standing.
Our private educational institutions have contributed beyond
measure to the growth of the
democratic ideal. Surveys have
shown that while public institutions are operating at 100 per cent
capacity, many private institutions
do not have a full completement
of students in their liberal arts
schools.
We have, as citizens, an obligation to help them sustain themselves. The creation of these scholarship grants - which will cost
1
the State less than it would cost
to provide the facilities in its own
AT 64TH ANNUAL convention
institutions - provides the added
of the Florida State Teachers
important Tact that the student
Association in Tampa, Fla.,
would have full freedom of choice
the Committee on Research,
in the selection of the kind of inwith its chairman, Miss Evelyn
stitution he could attend - private
or public, if it is located in Illinois, is non-profit, of collegiate
grade. offering organized courses
in liberal arts and or sciences and
if it maintains standards comparable to those of state operated facilities.
It should be completely understood that the heads of these privRev. Martin Luther King will go
ate institutions wholeheartedly endown as one of the great social
dorsed a four year branch in
Chicago and never advocated any- leaders of our time, Father Joseph
Gremillion, pastor St. Joseph's
thing else.
Within the last few days the Parish in Shreveport, La., declarproposal to build a new two year ed here on Monday.
The priest, who is the author of
and eventually a four year branch
on Miller Meadow received a fa- "The Journal of a Southern Pastal blow because the County Of- tor," was the guest of the Cathoficials refused to give up the site. lic Interracial Council of Chicago.
He lauded Rev. King as a great
The county officials, and justifiably so, felt that it would estab- man and declared:
lish a dangerous precedent. Our "Actions like the Montgomery
forest preserves might become bus boycott have astonished white
easy prey for uses other than Southerners taught from childhood
those intended and the recreation- to regard the Negro as cowardly.
al facilities of vast numbers of They never thought "Uncle Tom"
people would be lost.
would stand up on his haunches."

ACCRA, Ghana — Kwame Nkrumah, prime minister of the new
African nation of Ghana, credits
the philosophy of the late Marcus Garvey with doing more to
Inspire Africa to begin its struggle for freedom than any other
single factor, according to a let•
ter received from William Sherrill,
president of the Universal Negro
Improvement Association.
Writing from Accra, capital of
Ghana, Sherill said:
"As I note Negro American
leaders and newspapers taking
great pride in the birth of a Negro nation I sense that they deliberately ignore the fact that this
Is the goal Garveyites have been

Urban League
Executive Dies
In California
Sharp, supervisor of schools of
Volusia County, presented Dr.
Richard V. Moore, a citation
for 25 years of outstanding service in the schools and colleges

of Florida. Dr. Moore is president of Bethune-Cookman college. Daytona Beach, Fla, In
the photo are (from left) Dr.
Gilbert L. Porter, executive

LOS ANGELES — W. Miller
Barbour, western field director of
the National Urban League, died
last week in Good Samaritan hospital in Los Angeles. He was 49.
He was born in Philadelphia and
received the bachelor of arts degree in 1932 from Elizabethtown
college in Elizabethtown, Pa., and
the master of social work degree
in 1945 from the Pennsylvania
School of Social Work.
In Denver, Barbour served as
part-time instructor at the University of Denver.
He was a member of a number
of professional organizations, including the National Association of
Social Workers and the National
Conference on Social Welfare.
He leaves a wife, Ruth; a daughter, Mrs..Elleh Scott; a mother,
Mrs. Minnie Archer of Philadelphia; and three grandchildren,
"snee Deborrah and Cecil Scott,
jr.
tineral services were held on
Tuesday afternoon in Philadelphia, where burial will take
place

secretary of the Florida State
Teachers Association; Dr.
Moore, and R. John Sylvester
Smith, dean registrar of Bethune-Cookman.

Priest Terms
KingA Great
Social Leader

4.

7:1

JUNE MeMECHEN, colorature
soprano, has returned to concert
stage this season and was presented in a luncheon concert last
week by the Westcheider County
Phitharmonk Symphony in upstate New York. In private life
the singer is Mrs. Paul Haywood.
She lives with her husband and
two-year-old son. Alan, in Mt.
Vernon, N. T.

Explains Early
Disability Law
' Although the Social Security Act
provides cash payments for disabled workers age 50 or older,
*sully workers become disabled
before that age. Thes disabled
workers can protect their benefit
rights, to both disability benefits
at age 50 and to retirement benefits at 65, by applying for a determination of disability. This is
sometimes called "freezing'. t he
social security account, since the
result is prevention of any adverse effect of a period of disability on later benefit rights.
Every disabled worker who Is

eligible to do so should apply for
a determination of disability. If
he does apply, his period of disability must be included later in
determining his insured status and
In computing his benefit amount.
This can result in ineligibility to
a retirement benefit, if he has less
than 10 years of work under the
law or eligibility to a smaller benefit amount.
The same requirements as to
work history and nature of the
impairment must be met for this
action as for the cash disability
payments at age 50. A worker who

•
CHARLES R. STANBACK of Durham. N. C., a representative of
Josten's American Yearbook company, will be the chief yearbook
consultant at the 2nd annual
Campus Echo Publications conference to be held at North Carolina college Friday, April 5.

Mother Of 3Gets
Key Job At Jail

was disabled before 1957 and is
still disabled should apply for a
determination of disability before
July, if he has not already done
so.
Disability benefits are financed
by social security taxes. An additional one-fourth percent is paid
by both employs and employer,
(three-eighths per cent by self
employed persons) for the disability program. This is deposited
in a separate account, the Disability Trust Fund, and benefits to
disabled workers and children are
paid from this fund.
This series has briefly described
the provisions of the law that affect disabled persons. If you have
any question about your rights you
can obtain additional information
from your social security office.

working toward from tne very
beginning.
"I have talked with the Prime
Minister and other leaders here
and all admit that Marcus -.Iarvey did more to oispire Africa to
begin its struggle than any single
factor.
"It is also agreed that the birth
of a modern Negro nation elevates the American Negro to a
higher place in the eyes of white
America and supports his claim
that he should be treated as a
man.
"You will please pardon me if
I seem to be patting the UNIA
on the back. 1 am simply anxious
to have the UNIA seen in its true
light by American Negroes is
far too' long have misundersto,
its objectives and treated it as
a huge joke. We believe that fund.
amentally the Negro problem in
America is tied up with the independence of Africa. That the
fight for first class citizenship
should go hand-in-hand with the
struggle for nationhood in Africa."

FIRST NIGHTERS — George
W. Gore, Jr., (right) president
of Florida AtIrM universal!.
and Mrs. Gore are among 701

persons who attended t h •
"first nigh t" performance
of "Medea," given by the
}"AMU Playmakers G ii i I d
when the Charles Winter

Wood theater was dedicated.
The "first nighter" was a
phase of the year-long observance of PAM Week, (personality, appearance and manner.)

A Southside mothe: of three Jefferson City, Mo., for two ears _
children Monday assumed a key She was studying for a degree in%
business administration.
position in the County jail.
She is Mrs. Vivian Johnson, of WITH VA
Her husband, Earl, 26, Is an in6612 Marquette rd., who became
halational therapist at the Vetsecretary
erans Administration hospital.
Narden Jack
The couple has three children,
Johnson. S h e,
Stephanie, 5; Earl, jr., 3; and
w a s appointed
Earline, 8 months.
to her position by
When Mrs. Johnson isn't taking
Joseph
Sheriff
care of her many duties at the
Lohman, whose
jail, she relaxes at home by sewoffice has charge
ing. She said this is her hobby.
Although named secretary by
county
the
of
Lohman, the petite young lady
institution.
said Robert Miller, Sixth Ward
A former clerDemocratic committeeman, recical worker at
the County build- Mrs. V. Johnson ommended her. Atty. Sidney
Jones is alderman of the Sixth
ing, Mrs. John
son attended Lincoln university ini ward.

ension High In African Nation
cans held a mass protest meeting; asked Sir Frederick to arrange, The chief complaints of the AfEy ETHEL L PAYNE
calling for an end to colcnial ad- it; but the new Governor General ricans are that they are not being
lush,
Uganda—This
KAMPALA,
**
ministrators. Sir Frederick was had vetoed it. The local story goes given enough opportunities to
.
e•
unwith
seething
is
country
fertile
a replacement for Sir Charles Co- even further. It says that the Ka- share in the economy and are not
• rest. The Kabaka is back; but hen, the controversial figure who baka was rendezvoused at a sec- getting education as they would
this has only slightly modified the sent the Kabaka into exile and, ret hideaway near Kampala; and like to have it.
• deep undercurrent of natonalism then received him back. Cohen is through the devious channels of Next, they resent
the continued
sunning beneath.
now a UN representative:
contact with his followers, he was influctuation of so many EuropeEntebbe
between
drive
On the
A Jew, he was disliked by the available for a news interview off ans and other foreigners. There
and Kampala, which is about 22 British colony because they be- the record.
are 14,000 Europeans here: but
tines strung along the roadside lieved him too liberal with the, However, this cloak and dagger by far, the largest foreign colony
and the sleek cattle grazing in Africans and distrusted by most aspect to the mystery never got is the Indian one which numbers
• Use fields make a pastoral scene Ugandians because they held him off the ground because by t h e around 50,000
— similar to the rich farm commu- responsible for the banishment of time the intelligence had reachA local African newsman said
nities in PennssIvania, USA; but the Kabaka.
ed some of the press corps, they the Indians are considered 1 h e
Ihr thatched huts and the bare- The
their
Entebbe
on
the
to
were
way
greatest
danger by the Africans
demonstration against.
foot Africans staggering under
Crawford was intensified by the Airport for the next leg of the because they take all and give
loads on their backs serve to regrand
tour.
African
nothing,
remain
aloof from the 10knowledge that his last assignmind you that this is Africa: the ment was as Governor General of
primitive clashing against t h e
Kenya and his part in putting
modern.
down the Mau Mau rebellion.
At Owens Falls. 50 miles from
When Vice President Nixon and
Kampala, the British have harhis party arrived hese last week,
nessed the unruly waters into a a burning flame in a bronze bowl
giant dam, a miracle in making before the palace signified the abnature work for man. In t h
sence of the Kabaka of Buganda.
churning foam, speckled, golden
At a press conference at the
trout leap clear of the water and
Governor General's residence that
rocks1
the
against
themselves
dash
evening, Nixon ran interference
with suicidal fury.
and fended off the searching ques.Green is everywhere contrast- tions which American newsmen
ed against the blue haze of the had been storing up for Sir Fredmountains and one can believe the erick. Instead, he sat modestly silwords of a commentator who said ent while the Vice President exthat Black Africa is the best part plained that he had only been here
of the continent because nobody a little over a week and so
starves for food. Indeed, one can should be spared the ordeal of a
almost stick a thuttib— rn t h e question period.
ground and see vegetation spring
Nixon said he understood the
up.
Kabaka had gone on a long-planThe ideal resort climate has at- ned hunting-vacation trip; that he
tracted thousands of Europeans hadn't had a rest in five years;
and Asians here and to them it and this was the only time he
Is home as much . as Devonshire could take a break; the point beor Calcutta. Life is good and pros- ing that his absence at the time
perous for everybody except the of the U. S. Vice l'resident's arAfrican whose ancestral roots are rival had no special meaning. Oddhere.
ly, enough, the Kabaka was schedOn last Feb. 26, a hew gover- uled to return to Kampala on
nor-general for Uganda arrived in March 15, four days after Nixon's
Kampala, Sir Frederick Crawfcrd, departure.
and was sworn in at the municiLocal Africans had another vettVD' PRESIDENT Nixon adpal hall At excactly the same hour( sion. They say the Kahaka wanton arrival In Tripoli. Libya.
just
dresses crowd at the airport
yards . away. 15,000 Afri- ed very badly to see Nixon and id
Standing be vi.•.!N the VIC e

cals, and side with the British rul- ro, Ankole and Toro. In the south
ers. The Indians own most of the of the country dwell the mw.mifismall businesses and some fac• cent Batusi trtbesmen, famed anthropoligcally for their height and
tories end a number own and op
prowess at jumping.
crate tea and sugar plantations.
The Kabaka of Buganda is chairAll throughout Africa ones sees
min of a council of hereditary
Indian businesses, as well as Syrulers who started meeting in 1952.
rian and Lebanese.
This was interrupted in 1953 when
Uganda, a country of five and a he was sent into exile, because
quarter million inhabitants, is di- he led the agitation for immediate
vided into five kingdoms each rul- independence. It was not until 1956
ed by a Kabaka. The largest and that the second one was held. In
richest and most progressive is 1952 before the Kabaka's exile, the
the lingancia ruled over by t h e leading party in Buganda press.
famed Kabaka of Buganda, a 33' ed for three points.
year old progressive monarch.
I. By 1953, Buganda was to be
The others are Bust:446V Bunyo-I transferred from the Colcnial Of.

fire to the Foreign Office. This; and clubs; but there is a a,.
would take it out from under the tary boycotting of these places sk
immediate sphere of colonial pol- most Africans, one because to lor
icy which the leaders intensely independence minded people, fiddisliked. (The people of Buganda ternization with representativrs of
are known as Baganda 1.
the ruling class is frowned upon
2. A fixed date for independence as collaboration. A second more
was to be set.
practical reason is that most Af3 A guarantee against a Fed- ricans simply cannot afford the
eration of East Africa. This was prices.
Newspapers are comparatively
an idea of the British just as the
Central African Federation w a s free; but nevertheless, some edior hustled
brought into being. Ugandians op- tors have been jailed
posed this in principle because out of the country for agitating.
accelthey said it was mainly to attract Education although greatly
few years is
more foreign capital in which they erated in the last
attainment for
would not share and would streng- still an expensive
Africans, particularly beyond secthen the firm grip of colonialism.
the
Normally, the hereditary rulers ondary school. Missions do
lower and primary edhave no government juiisdiction bulk of the
and do not engage in politics ucation.
It is next to impossible for Ugantheir influence being confined to
spiritual matters; but the Kabaka dians to come to the U. S. for
of Buganda actively supported education. The standard British exthese aims. After he was sent into cuse is that it is too expensivok
exile, the constitution of the court- and one can get better traininW
try was revised and he was made for less in the United Kingdom.
a constitutional monarch responsi- In case, the African has his own
ble to the colonial rulers.
means, dollar exchange is siniplg
With his absence, everything riot eranted. But in West Africa
came to a standstill and the Co- and East Africa, it is not,uncomlonial office found that he was mon to find Africans with Oxbadly needed in order to have the ford accents and Bond Street habcooperation of the people. So inn its.
der an agreement in which he
Voting qualifications are expromised to abstain from poli- tremely stiff. One most have an
litical activity, the Kabaka was income of at least 700 pounds a
returned amid much rejoicing.
Year; must be over 21; must
Technically, he lives up to the . have paid a poll lax for three conagreement; one of the reasons why secutive years, and must own a
he discreetly absented himself house and property must be valfrom the country at the time of ued at a certain fixed figure.
Mn,. Nixon's visit. Instead, the
In order to stand as a candiPrime Minister of Buganda rep- date, one must put up 100 pounds
resented him at the airport. Nev- and if you lose this is forfeited.
ertheless, the Kabaka's influence The British base tentatively recis tremendous. He owns 350 square! ommended free elections lookinst
miles of land. Another vest tractl towards independence in 1961 and
is held by the government P:H for Buganda, elections next year,
crown land in trust for the Peo- however, the Uganda National
ple.
Congress, biggest political party
The seat of government of Bu- :n the country is sending a delega%
ganda is in Kampala as we)! sum; gallon to the Colonial Secretary
the government of Uganda. Half London asking for free eleettons
of the Uganda legislative council. for all Uganda in 1958 and a fixed
are Africans and of the six min- 1 date for independence. Al) of this
ietr:es, three are held by Artisans. is but one scene in the steadily
In Kampala, we were told there increasing demand for freedam
are no color bars in the hotelai for all Africa.
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Detroit's `Shutter-Bugs'Score With Indoor Session

very
'rime
here
arica to
single

• THE MOTOR CITY'S energetic group of camera
fans, who are popularly known as the Shutter-Bug
Group, scored recently at a comprehensive in-door
shooting session. The affair was milder the chairmanship of Bil Howard, national known hat designer. Some
100 camera "bugs" from all over Michigan enjoyed
three van -colored background set-ups, a table top
photography demonstration, a casual exhibition of Shutter-bug photos, the open judging of three Shutter-bug
contests, and most of all, a staff of widely varying
models.
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• THE TROPHY WINNERS were Camerackide:
monochrome, Ernest G_Wilices; color, John Gilbert
Cra n brook: monochron lc, Fred Haynes; color, Dan
Lee; Chevrolet: monochrome, Bob McGee; best portrait
of three contests. Richard Cureton. Trophies were
donated by local merchants and businesses. The ShutterBug group joined the Camera Club Council last November and its ready reception into the organization was
proved by the representative turnout from all camera
clubs of the area. Commendations were heard on all
sides for:
(1) The over-all quality of exhibition material;
(2) The entire shooting session format;
(3 The e\cellent cooperation of the members as
evidenced up to the close of the session.

• THE SHUTTER-RUG Group will he represented in
all con•yil Inter-Club contests. The exhibition and prize
are now on ,Ii••;)lay in the lobby of the Gotham
Hotel in Detroit,

• BEVY OF CURVACEOUS and photogenic models
included Debra Cannon Cheesecake and high fashion:
Jeanne Vincent, Alice in Wonderland; J'neve Boyd,
portraid head; Helen Rose Evans, pin-up and modern
dance; King Coleman, collar ad and JaQes Grandberry,
Mr. Physical Culture. Judges for three contests (Cameracade, Cranbrook and Chevrolet) were two members
of the Greater Detroit Camera Club Council, Hal Dick
and Ken Luxon and Hazen Coon, table top photograph
specialist.
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Mickii McMillan, by Shutter-Bug Alen Reed. Above Right:
Lavertis Bradford by Shutter-Bug Ed pan Konin.
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Shutter-Bug Trophy Winners (from left) Ernest C. Wilkes,
John Gilbert, Fred Haynes, Richard Cureton and Dan Lee.
Photo by Shutter-Bug Associate Ed Roberson.

AniE DCMIDER
Sat., Mar. 30, 1957

Juanita Arnold invited
I The warm rays of intermitting vivaciuos
guest I knew
Sunshine and showers continue to "yours truly" as a
of fun was to
give Memphians that wonderful a wonderful evening
last Satur'glad-to-be-alive' feeling, s 0 m e- be had at Tony's Inn
Juanita was
times called spring fever. With it, day at 5:30. Hostess
best as she entertinlocal footsteps have quickened at her gay
beautifully dreseed group
With the pace of social life attend- ed the
and guests — serving
ing the scores of social, cultural of members
and champagne
and civic activities in our midst. assorted cocktails
steak d i nCan't remember when "Our Town" and °oh-so-tempting
has had so many outstanding ners.
Although many a joke is told
dramas scheduled — and this is
of
▪ heartening portent — what with about ladies and their brand
the series of articles that ran in bridge, the same does not apply
game
their
a local daily pointing up the need to this group, who take
for more culture in the Bluff City. seriously, and who have in their
or,
bridge
keep.,
keenest
midst some of the
We, therefore, are merely
Ann Wadkins, Miss Sherry
Friday night, May 3 at Club
to society at the Fourth Antrig pace with the changing scene brains in the city. After the conley Mae Branch. The outstandKappa Alpha Psi fraternity
KAPPA DEBUTANTES —
no more of the one-sided life viviality of the early meeting the
nual Debutante Ball of t h e
Ebony.
ing social event will be held
are the four seen above. Left
Among the 23 lovely young
Carline Crump, Miss Herma
se•
the
our
and
underway
in
fun
and
got
game
el only business
Memphis Alumni chapter of
to right are: Miss Patricia
ladies who will be presented
Jean Coleman and Miss Shir•
on.
was
life
full
evening
the
the
of
.but
side
rious
town.
river
which includes a variety of activ- It really paid off — and Juanita's
ities and sufficient emphasis plae- prizes of perfectly gorgeous asad on culture, befitting a metro- sorted spring handbags — running
polls that wants to rate in all the gamut from gleaming patent,
Miss Hernia Jean Coleman Is the
in sweethearts of the organization, search work She counts skating, among her hobbies; and she in - Achievement Award for the best
to gold and petit point trimmed Presaging social interest
areas of life,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
piano , eludes in her honors the 1956 7-Up girl student at Hamilton.
a handsome Memphis and the Tri-State area are completing plans to make this reading and playing the
and
wicker,
plastic,
FARE
SOCLAL
L. Coleman of 560 Walker Ave.,
Me, and a pair of beautiful white s the announcement by the Mem- year's debutante ball the most
I Our well-known sub-deb Zephyrs , gloves left all of the unfortunates. phis Alumni chapter of Kappa Al- spectacular event of the season.
and was the first Negro girl front
Greene,
Doris
OW gave popular
1Memphis to attend the Dixie Reincluding me, downhearted a n d pha Psi fraternity of plans for TO BE PRESENTED
daughter of well-known R ubY
Among the group of twenty-three
gional Girl Scout Conference at
sans a lovely spring acceesory. their Fourth Annual Debutante
party
birthday
surprise
Wiene a
'Knoxville. Tenn., in 1954. Miss
Guest prizes went to Charlesteen Ball, to be held Friday night, May of Memphis lovelies will be Miss
ave.
Lane
on
home
her lovely
Ebony, Patricia Ann Wadkins, Miss Sher'Coleman Is a senior at Booker T.
Miles and Harriet Davis and mem- 3, at the beautiful Club
Banday week. While some of her
Washington high school, where she
bers prizes to Willye T. Jones, when twenty-three young ladies ry Carline Crump, Miss Berme
show,
the
to
Doris
lured
friends
Is a member of the Girl Scouts.
Georgia Dancy and Ann Simpson. will make their bow to society. li Jean Coleman and Miss Shirley
Ruby helped fix the wonderful partwen- Mae Branch.
School Beautiful and Hostess clubs.
Members Velma Williams, May- Announcement of four of the
ey decorations and food that preydebutantes is made today. MISS WADKINS
fler talents include voice a n d
ty-three
Herndon,
Ardena
Reeves,
Idella
ed to be a wonderful shock to Dorr
gpeee!-•
Al- In cooperation. with the fraternRideout,
Miss
Patricia
Ann
Eddie
Is
Hudson,
Wadkins
Mabel
is. Membres of the Zephyr s'
tag, collecting nature items from
Polk and ity, The Silhouettes, the wives and the daughter of Mrs. Rachel WadAretta
Roberts,
Mae
lie
brother club, The Cavaliers, joincamping trips, and reading Chriskins of 2652 Rust Road. "
guests Ruby Gadison, Alma Booth
ed in making the occasion momentian literature. She plans to attend
the par.
of
left
Jefferson
Anderson
City,
Tenn.
is
She
a
Martha
e
and
r
a
'c
do
friends
that their
tous. Among those present were
LeMoyne College, and to major In
our wonsenior
at
of
praises
the
Woodstock
singing
Training
ty
best.'
the
send
to
Beverly Coleman, Pat Walker, derful hostess — and hubby John enough
Sociology, to fulfill her ambition
School where she is a member of
AnLos
of
Woods
Willard
Atty.
Jean
Claudie Ivy, Maxine McCain,
to enter the field of Social work.
R. Arnold, who dropped in to say geles came to Memphis from a ,New Home Makers, Future Busi
Wigging, Delores Maelin, T h e
MISS BRANCH
"Hi" to their many friends Ives- business trip to Texas, to look in ness Leaders of America, and the
a
Em
Thomas,
aggs Brothers —
Campbell.ent, and brought with him one of on her father, Dr. Clarence Woods, Science and the Physical EduMiss Shirley Mae Branch is the
asett and Martin. eddie
Racetrack
Southland
cation
Clubs. One of her mitstanddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wiland his in-laws, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Joanne the bosses of
IL C. Kateo, Joe Holmes,
cornea
opens
it
ing
talents
—
way
is
the
her
adeptness at
liam Branch, of 996 Bingham st.
VaH (By
S. Lewis, Sr., and Ruth and RobBlayo, Myra Smith, Evelyn
the first week in May.)
Miss Branch, a senior at Booker
ert Lewis. Willard, one of the well- speech; and her hobbies are sewwesseur, Fannie Stigall, Gwen
and
ing
Miss
reading.
Wadkins
T. Washington high school, is a
known Woods brothers who are
Carlee Moore, Greta'
Fisk
to
to
plans
attend
university,
at
member of the National Honor SoLaMar Cheris gathered
all on the west coast, is married
Bradfield, Bertherine Berkley, The
fulfill her ambition to become a
ciety, the School Beautiful club
the home of popular' Sadye Cab- to the former Eloise Lewis.
and
Sudduth
James
Austin,
Grace
and the Library club. She is still
bage on Kentucky last week ..to
Vivian and Beverly Ford motor- Social Worker. An outstanding
Mrisnous Phillips.
undecided about her choice of colcomplete plans for their eighth ed down to Daytona Beach, Fla., student. Miss Wadkins has won
• ••
PTA INSTALLATION — T h e
dent; Mrs. Georgia Rumpus,
Mrs. E. Murph,, chaplain*
lege; and has particular talent in
, annual formal, slated for April 13, a fortnight ago for her uncle. Al- an award in Home Economics In
for
end
week
a
was
It
Seemingly.
state PTA president and in•
Mrs. L. J. Kinsey, Mrs. Seel- dancing and sewing, in addition to
Weaver school PTA instilled
which theme will be "A pril len Davis' funeral. There they 1956, and an award for achievegurprize parties. . .and another
stalling official; M r s. Eliza
ey Mae Williams and Mrs. 1 her hobbies, which include
Its officers at a recently held
stayed with another uncle, Mr. and ments in Social Studies in 1955.
•
Showers
complete'
a
as
came
which also
Pinkey Britton, treasurer. (WiWalker. little Miss Clarice
meeting. Seated left to right
Names of the other 1957 Kappa
Mrs. William G. Davis. Afterward, MISS CRUMP
iimprize was that of Ann Laurie CONDOLENCES
thers Photo)
are Mrs. E. Ayers, presi.
Alpha Psi debutantes will be anMurphy and Mrs. Clara HowAnother debutante will be Miss
The legion of friends of well. they toured Bethune Cookman colWillis ia honor of her husband,
ard. Standing, same order are
nounced later.
known and loved Gert Walker join lege, which -was a short distance Sherry Carline Crump, the daughAlly. A. W. Willis at the Willis
in her sorrow in the untime: from where they stayed. They got ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Crump,
Manse on Mississippi ave. Friend her
demise of her mother last Wed. a chance to visit Tampa when of 3151 Gilmore Road. She is a
John Avery Olive used the ruse ly
nesday, following an unexpected they carried Mrs. Rose McDonald senior at Hamilton high school
of business activity to entice A. W.
where she belongs to many orsame night Gert went Wright to her home there.
from home, and upon their return attack the
Mrs. Verlee Robinson left last ganization', including Youth FelCrump hospital SunVernita and Dr. I. A. Watso n, into E. H.
week, slated for sergery the Sunday night for Los Angelee. She lowship. Memphis Musicians
Maxine and Dr. Vasco Smith, Nell day
following morning. We extend our will stay with her sister, Mrs, (Youth Division) Arpeggio and
and Dr. Theron Northcross, FranSpanish clubs. Her varied musical
hope that she will re- Robert S. Jones.
ces and Atty. Benjamin Hooks, prayers and
Herbert Jones, son of Mr. and talents extend to playing the piano.
the
complete
to
cover
able
be
and
Jacksons,
Birdell
Rita Olive, the
to put her back on Mrs. R. S. Jones is starring in the electric organ or flute. Miss
Lawrence Westley, Helen Batts, plans she had
"sunny side of the street." "Lost In the Sun". . .He was last Crump also plans to attend Fisk
the
SugarRussell
Atty.
and
Laurie
Also at E. H, Crump hospital seen in Maverick Queen with Bar-'University, where she will pursue
moo, Wilhemine and Atty. H. T.
Bernice Walker Williams and ry Sullivan and Barbara S t a n- studies to become a Mathematics
Lockard and Vivian and Cecelia are
teacher or *to do scientific reMcClellan, and we know wyck.
Willis were there to sing out the Bernice
glad tidings and help make the
event one to be rememberd forever.
• ••
The presence of former Mehiphian, Mrs. Blanch Bowles of Detroit, Mich. was the incentive for
two festive events given in her
The LaBonne Soi's Social club
Many, many guests were pres- IVoguettes, Svvankettes, I. O. Sohonor. Last Thursday, Mrs. R. S. presented "Spring To You — In ent a'ong with the fcllowing clubs: cial, Blue Notes, Brown S:iin Sosupper
buffet
a
gave
sr.,
Lewis,
r •nien. T.,as
Fantasy Land", -unday March 17, Triple A. W. W. Social club, Deb- cialitc,
In honor of Mrs. Bowles and Mrs. at the beautifully decorated Fla- onnaire 16, La Mar Cheri, Ger- Dillus La Tonus and Sans PerU. L. Mayfield of Fort Worth, Tex- Mingo Club. The fashion show was soppa
Elize La Verse i iels
as — the latter is visiting her very successful with the lovely
daughter and son-in-law, Marga- models dressed stunningly in all
ret and Dr. Fred Rivers. Several of the scenes.
life-long friends of Mrs. Bowles
They include Alene Johnson,
were invited to the home of Mrs. Odessa Dickens, Evelyn Linton,
Robert and Ruth Lewis at 3)4 Shirley Gray, Helen Duncan, SuVance ave.
sie Hightower, Polly C. Swayze,
The following night, Mrs. Nellie Versie Fletcher, Margaret Nubia,
at
home
Humes entertained at her
0. W. Seawood, Willa Jones, Ma673 Edith st. for Mrs. Bowles, bel Winfrey. Juanita Jordon, Cleher sister-in-law. Here another mon Crawford, Bill Williams. Ida
lovely buffet-supper that featured Belle Watkins, Juanita Burnett,
turkey and savory dishes provided Leola Mitchell, Evelyn Finnie, Aiincentive for much chatter about delaide Ragland, Claudia Ivy,
old times and events which oc- Martel Jones, Simual Luellen and
curred during their younger days. Denise Rochelle.
Taking part in the festive evening TOPPERS CLUB
of reminiscences were Mr. and
The Toppers club was elegantMrs. Andrew Dancey, Mr. and ly dressed in white formal coats
Mrs. Ed Kird, Mr. and Mrs. Rob- with black pants. They cooperert Lewis, sr., Mr. and Mrs. T. J. ated wonderfully by escorting the
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. club members, who wore their club
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Henry colors, turquoise. Also presenting
Humes, Mesdames Effie Buffing- a lovely sight was Ather McCain,
ton, Hattie Braitbwaite, Rivers the club's sweetheart.
King, Marie Adams, L. E. Brown, Two prizes were given away for
Alberta Fowler, Misses E m rn a guessing the price of Denise Ro•
Crittenden, Mattie Bell, Allison chelle's complete outfit. The first
Vance and Mrs. Aretta Polk and prize was won by Mrs. Ruth NesMrs. Bessie Mayfield, wife of Dr. bitt, 730 Walker ave., and the
U. L. Mayfield of Fort Worth, 2nd prize by Mrs. Laura Jones,
Texas.
1412 S. Parkway. A red hassock
and a pillow were the prizes.
ALONG THE BRIDGE
The show was directed by
CLUB CIRCUIT
The Cotillisn club met with Bi- WDIA's Martha Jean Steinberg,
atrice Matlock at her lovely home who ilid an extraordinary job.
on S Lauderdale for a lively eve- Mrs. Earline Hamaton was the
ning of bridge, highlighted with a narrator. The three Magical Pridelicious seafood dinner. Wonder- zies were charming Bertha. Helful prizes were carried away by en and Norma.
eirera
'of
guests Ceneta Qualls and Louise
Imp with,grain in the wood
Ward and members Edna Swingof you, favorite chair In thew
DRINK
tar, Elizabeth Plaxico and Cleo
thing; Tot wsat Talley without
Neal. Other guests. Bennie Gary
The Alpha Delta chapter of Alfa
Williams, Estelle Dumas a n d
Tooth:In-Yam seek thtaeme
e
611rfa
lovethe
at
sorority
met
Game
Cora
members Sadie Ilibler,
Toor,favortei
Harris,
J.
Mrs.
of
Doris
home
ly
Cain,
Ruby
Blackmon, Lercenia
TheifiNly
Jackson, Celeste Hamlec, Julia of 267 Flynn rd., in preparation
god men Wee
wariebly
Gordon, Fannie Johnson, Floyd for the spring dance which will
Johnson and Maggie Coleman be held Thursday night, April 18
Bak for,
tte quality
spent an evening filled with won• at Curries Club Tropicana. The
ieedeciaktbe beverage busker!
public is invited to attend. The
derful hospitality
*MO eleeraneeffr Of nil 0061411101111101MINO 001110111111410
It's absays fair weather when hostess served a most delicious
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS. TEN!'
old friends get together —a fit- menu from a beautifully decoting iefrain for any gathering 04 rated table.
yeas- i.••••tarie •••••-••••
e wet i COMCOIA COMO,
The members played bridge fol.
one of our oldest
semper Fi
friory1 Inuring, th• nsePtin0
ebits

By Kappas Are Announced

r"

Stores
Open
Every
Night
'Til 9

:.SU PER MARKETS,'

La Bonne Soi's Socialites Give
Fashion Show At Flamingo Room

Prices Good Fit,Sat and Monday—We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities—Free Parking!

PINEAPPLE,
BABY-FOOD,
FRUIT PIES,
BISCUITS,
C-V BEER,.

Sorors Meet

CRUSHED Si
• • • • • 6 Large Cans
Heinz
- Strained

12 Jars SI
large
Peach or
$i
zen 3

Apple—Fro

1_1 Cans SI
ill full
quarts

-
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SCENES- FROM AKA's "THE
TWO MRS. CARROLLS" —
When graduate AKA's present
their latest addition to their
string of successful plays Friday, April 12, at C. Arthur

Bruce Hall, LeMoyne college,
several familiar actors and au•
tresses will display their tat•
ents in the realm of drama in
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls." The
above pictures show scenes

DYER, TENNESSEE
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11.
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ill

from the well-known Broadway a n d Hollywood melodrama. (1) Jewel Speight,
(second from left) the 2nd
Mrs. Carroll. and O'Farrell
Nelson, (standing left), Gerd-

•

Carroll, in a lighter scene front
the dramatic hit. "The Two
Mrs. Carrolls." (2) Juanita Arnold, the sympathetic first
Mrs. Carroll, warns Jewel

Speight, the second Mrs. CIW.
roll, of her husband's plan to
kill her, in the dramatic thriller. (3) Fred Garner (left), as
Dr. Tuttle, tries to convince

Noble Owens, as Denis Pennington, that Sally Carroll is
not in ill health in a persuasive
scene front "The Two Mrs.
Carrolls," presented by the Al.

Miss Crawford Engaged
Spring Wedding Planned

March. is truly living up to its O'Daniel, who is expected to land
name of being changeable here in home anytime now.
the Northern part of Gibson coun- The Floyd Sowells are the proud
Mrs. Irma Oystem announces
ty. At the time of this writing parents of a bouncing baby boy,
the cnt-tagemert cf her daughter,
It is rainy and cold. However this Floyd Willie, born Wednesday,
Miss Gwendok 11 jg Crawford, to
hasn't halted the comings and p- Mar c h 20, in Humbolt at St.
Riche]d Boone grandson of Mr.
ings of the people of this area. Mary's hospital. Mother and KM
ard
John Gayer, of Little
On Thursday last, Principal F. are reported doing fine.Rock, Ark.
Carnes and PTA President Mrs. The Board ,of Christian meets
The bride-elect is a former stuLa Pearl Burns were made to feel this week in the home of Mrs
dent of Rust college and a gragood when Mrs. Carrie Harris, Mr. A. Jamison,
nate of the University of North
and Mrs. Eddie Ball, Miss Tyree Little Miss John Etta Jamison
Dakota, where she was elected
Fisher, Mr. and Mrs. Artie L. Gen- and Lois Aim Wynn were week end
queen, a member of Sigma Alpha
try and Sylvester Burns accom- guests of Mr. and Mrs, Samuel
Iota and president of Pi Lambda
panied them to Trenton Rosen. Phillips.
sororities.
wald school to attend the Gibson
The Men's board of the C. M. E.
County PTA Council. Artie Gentry church met,in the home of Mr.
Presently, she is a music direcmade an excellent panelist on the and Mrs. Samuel Phillips on Wedtor on the faculty of Philanderdiscussion Juvenile Delinquen- nesday night.
Smith college, Little Rock.
cy". The local PTA made a do- Rev. and Mrs. J. D. Hutson were
The prospective bridegroom is
nation to the county president, the dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
attending Philander Smith college,
Mrs. P. 0. Powell, along with all Jimmie Patterscn on Sunday last.
a veteran majoring in music.
the other county units in a sur- The sick include Mrs. Gaither
The announcement of the wedIvie
and the shut-ins are Mrs. Lu•
prise shower.
ding date will be made later in
Mr. and Mrs. Johnrie Jamison, die Skinner, John West, Mrs. Lena
GWENDOLYN B. CRAWFORD the Spring.
Mrs. Meadie Penn, and Miss Cora Blake, Tom Moore. If you have
Lawrence motored to Indianapolis, news will you please call the Jio
Ind. last week end, where Miss misons, 3585.
Lawrence is taking a new job Billie Williams had as his Sunwith a church organization. The day guests, Miss Lola Penn and
Jamisons were house guests of several of her friends from Hum.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Phillips while bolt, Tenn.
Mrs. Alberta Jamison, reporter.
there.
Mrs. Bobbie Harris, accompanied by Mrs. Evergenia Johnson,
Miss Annie B. Fisher and Jerome
Ellington, is motoring to Chicago
this week end. Mrs. Johnson will
visit her daughter and son-in-law,
CELEBRITY SOCIAL CLUB
March 20. Throughout the home
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Desks, in South
The Celebrity Social club met I there were many beautiful vases
Bend, Ind.
at the home of Mrs. Josephine' of flowers.
The Walter Hopewell Presbtery,
Wiley, 2250 Marble st., Monday
Elders and Deacons' Council is
night, March 18. Devotion was led c 1 .
meeting in Rutherford this week.
All Memkhis. must be awaiting by the chaplain, Mrs. Emma AlThe official delegates from the
president, Mrs. Vie'th
A
the appearance of Gloria Locker- len' with
the
Presbyterian church here are Mr.
bus.
man, Sigma Gamma Rho sorer- la Woodie, presiding over the
and Mrs. E. L. Nolan, Miss Anns
e
i
o
n
.
tty's guest for "Rhomania." For
ette Nolan and Miss Martha Ann
The minutes of the last meetFisher. Since the moderator is Mrs. Mary Riley Brooke, general ing were read by the secretary,
pastor of this church we are surel ticket chairman, reports only a M rs. M
M. Braswe11.
few tickets remain to be purchasGuest Organ artists will be feamany others will attend.
Regular meetings of the club are
ed for the occasion.
Rev. Charles Ward, jr., of HunMonday tured at the "organ Dedication"
each
first
and
third
held
Talent will be presented from
and Open-House celebration at
tingdon, will preach at Fairview
the various schools in the com- night. The next meeting will be Collins Chapel on next Sunday,
Baptist church Sunday afternoon
with Mrs. Woodie, the president,
for club No. 2. The Elder Porter munity with the guest, Miss Lock- at 1857 Hubert st. Mrs. Viola March 31.
erman, playing an important role
and his congregation from t h e
Woodie, president; Mrs. Carrie E. The Dedication services will begin at 3:00 p.m. in the Sanctuary
Church of God in Trenton wor- during the program.
Smith, reporter.
Gloria is known internationally
of the church. Several of Memshipped at the CME church SunSTITCH & CHAT SEWING CLUB phis Organists will be featured
day afternoon for Stewardess to both adults and children as the
The Stitch and Chat Sewing club on the program, along with othBoard No. 2. The services were spelling champion of the $64,000
met in the home of Mrs. Eva C. er guest rendering solos a n d
very well attended and enjoyed Question TV program.
Hill, 851 Saxon, Wednesday night, other numbers.
by all. It seemed like old time WORTHY PROJECT
At the close of this program
camp meeting was being held. We Rhomania not only will give an
are looking forward to another vis- opportunity to see this talented campus. Curtain time for the ex- another will be conducted by the
Courtesy Committee followed by
it from them real soon. M r s. youngster, but each person will citing event is 8 p. m.
Mrs. Erie Rose Hill is chairman a reception in the first unit of
Erma Wynn is president of that have an opportunity to share in
board. The same board held its sending a person from each of of the program, Mrs. Anna Jean the church. The church is locatbi-weekly meeting in the home of the local high schools to college Goodloe and Miss Etha Wiggins ed at Washington and Orleans.
Come early and enjoy the meloMrs. James Williams last Thurs- next Fall. Helping send high are co-chairman.
Tickets are on sale at Flora's dious strings from the Hammond
day night. Incidentally they are school graduates to college is the
very happy over the return of primary purpose Of the Rhomania Flower Shoppe, 733 Vance; J. and Organ.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham, Is
B. Grocery, 1512 Florida; Le•
their son, Billy Dallas, who came project.
pastor a n d Mrs. Elizabeth
In Saturday after serving in the The program will be held Fri- Moyne college, 807 Walker; StroProcter, chairman of proKorean area. We are all looking day, April 26 in spacious Bruce zier's Drug Store, 2192 Chelsea and
forward now to seeing Herbert hall on the LeMoyne college Goldsmith's Central Ticket office.
gram committee

Rhomania
Tickets
On Move

in
to
ig.
pa

(cry Carroll. entertain Nobel
Owens — es-fiance of the 2nd
Mrs. Carroll, Mrs. Grace Wit.
hams, his aunt, and Betty
Johnson, (seated 11.ft), his
cousin and lover of Geoffety

Baked while you sleep
•

MISS JUBILECT and her alternates pose after their forma public presentation during
the Jubilect held last Friday
night in Ellis auditorium with
a large audience on hand. Miss
Jubilect, center, with flowers,
presented by A. C. Williams,
of WDIA, is Miss Barbara
Griffin, 16-year-old Booker T.

Washington junior, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Griffin, of 346 W. Bison. Second
alternate, at left, is Miss Lois
Hampton, 16-year-old Hamilton High school junior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Granville Hampton,of 1498 Wabash,
Miss Earns, White, right, who
earlier became the first Val-

entine Queen, another CottonMakers Jubilee honor, is first
alternate. Daughter of Mrs.
Lillian White, of 2949 Alcorn,
Mies White is a senior at Manassas High school. She is
18. Miss Griffin receives a capsule- wardrobe and the alternates other cotton fabric s.
(Newson Photo)

„ Iins Chapel
To Celebrate

TUNA BISCUIT Pll
1 can oven-ready biscuits

"Try my new

TUNA BISCUIT PIE
•

says Mrs. Louise R. Prothro,
nationally famous food expert

READY SALUTE — A group
of intermediate children from
Hamilton school who will salute Gloria Lockerman with
their number "America Salute". This formation is under
• the direction of Miss Claud
la Hawkins and will be accompanied by Mrs. Mary Brooks.
Was HaWkins' number w a n

first place in the intermediate
division last year when Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority presented Rhomania. Second place,
in the high school division also
went to Hamilton for the outstanding presentation "Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under The
Sea", which was directed by

pha Kappa Alpha sorority
April 12, at Bruce Hall, Le
Moyne college. Proceeds frets
the presentation will bend'
Alpha Kappa Alpha's Jolla H
Dixon Memorial Nursing Scho
arship the AKA 4-year Unde
graduate Scholarship, a u
their new Graduate Schola
ship projects, in addition t
their local Health project
Tickets are now on sale, an
Interest is big as hundreds o
patrons and friends saltine
their pleasure in another AK
play, which utilizes the talent
of local citizens for Use en
tural benefit of the Comm
ItY• (Photos by Reese)

Miss Cornelia sanders. Those
who saw these two numbers
will be looking forward with
anticipation for these presen
tations along with those front
the other schools that will also
have beautiful numbers to car'Round The World". The re•
ceipts from these presentation,

will go toward scholarships fer
orthy students who wish to
attend LeMoyne college. Bruce
Hall is the place; Anti! 28 is
the date: 8 p. m. is the time.
Mrs. Erie Rose, general chairman; Sirs. Ritta Porter. president of the sorority. (Phoot
by Chare P _Roland)

"This golden-brown pie with tempting tuna filling is
sure to make a hit at your house," says Mrs. Prothro.
"The filling is extra rich and delicious, of course,
because it's made with double-rich Pet Evaporated Milk.
Baked in a cheese-topped pie shell made from handy packaged
biscuits ... served with a creamy-smooth tomato sauce made
from double-rich Pet Milk and canned tomato soup... it's a
dish'fit for a king! And you make it in minutes!"
Like so many of America's famous food experts, Mrs. Prothro
recommends Pet Evaporated Milk for better cooking the easiest
way. Try her TUNA BISCUIT PIE—and you'll see why Pet
Milk is first choice of people everywhere who like good eating!

PET

MILK • • • America's First Evaporated Milk
Also Featured on Radio WD14 —1070 On Your Dial

4 slices process American
cheese, 3z4sYs -Inch shish
7-oz, can tuna, drained
and flaked
its cup Pet Evaporated Milk
1 can tomato soup
sup Pet Evaporated Milk
Separate btscuits. With Angers. pram
6 biscuits completely over bottom of
greased 9-in. pie pan. Cut rest of
biscuits In two pieces to form half
rounds. Stand pieces, cut side down,
around edge of pan. Press pieces
against side of pan so there ore no
holes between them. Cover bottom
of biscuit shell with cheese slices. Mix
In bowl the hmo and Vs cup milk.
Spread tuna mixture over cheese,.
Bak• near center of 47.5° oven
(extremely hod for 10 min., or until
biscuit shell is golden-brown. Meanwhile, mix in a 1 -qt. saucepan the
soup and Vs cup milk. Heat until
steaming hot, but do not boil. Cat pie
Into 4 wedges and serve with the hot
tomato sauce.

OUUDII
Sat.; Mar. 30, 19S)

ashington Gets Rights Law With Teeth Mississippi
Arkansas

ExtendsAnti-Bias
To Housing Area

BATESVILLE
By REV. MATTER WATKINS

lLYMPIA, WASHINGTON, — or repaired with the aid of a loan
iis stte now has the 'nos: ;on- guaranteed or insured by any
ihensive civil rights law of any governmental unit."
ite in the nation west of New
Rep. Dore said he backed the
bill because: "Washington State
'he bill which was passed by still is a place where people can
th houses of the State legis- be refused housing and public acure and signed by Gov. Albert commodation because of race, reusellini this month broadens ligious belief or natural origin.
rrent law against racial and This is an insult to the individual."
„igious discrimination and ex- Places which no longer can disids to publicly assisted housing criminate on a racial or religious
d places of "public resort, ac- basis are: hotels, motels, rooming
assemblage or houses, vacation resorts, night
mmodation,
msement."
clubs, amusement parks, launRe omnibus civil rights bill was drics, stores, public transportassed unanimously by the House tion, garages, public halls, public
I receive a good fate in the elevators an' eshlie wash rooms.
sate. The House bill was spon- PUTS TEETH IN IT
•ed by three King County repLawmakers of this state passed
ientatives:
its original civil rights bill in
.EADS FOR BILL
1949. The new legislation aids
'red H. Dore and Ed. Munro, "teeth" to those provisions and
.mocrats, and Charles M. Stokes, outlines procedures to be taken
publican and the only Negro in discrimination cases.
tmber of the legislature. In
The State Board Against Disading for the measure, Stokes crimination now has authority to
•slared:
order compliance with the law
'There are no white problems and any wilful violation of such an
I no black problems, but there order is a misdemeanor.
human problems for everyAlso under the omnibes hill, any
ly.
person or organization that knows
Nblicly assisted housing in- about an unfair practice may file
des any housing that is built a complaint with the board.
WITNESSING the gubernatorial signature which made the
so-called Omnibus Civil Rights

New York

bill a law were Washington
State Senator Lennart, State
Senator Monroe, State Senator Pat Sutherland, Governor

Illinois

gro College presidents honored
at the Statler Luncheon.
The St. Philips church's committee is busy making plans for
1100 Highland ave., Alton, Ill. Aplarold Roger White has been the 8th Annual Coronation Ball, VILLA RIDGE
is
scheduled
to
be
Mrs. Flossie Harrell Buckley ril 4, 5, 6 and 7. Elder C. W.
minted co-chairman, with Le- which
and F. Kirk for the 1957 cam- held at Hotel Statler in the Ter- and son, Brady Veryn and Mr. Gillispie, assistant state oversser,
8'a of the United Negro Col-!race Room on June 7. It is cus- and Mrs. Robert Thompson have will preside. The Churches of God
to all recovered from recent illness- In Christ extend a special invie Fund, Inc. of Western New tomary for the committee
tation to the mayor and city ofrk. The drive begins April 1. choose King Apollo the 8th and es.
Mrs. Midy Hurt has returned ficials of Alton and to all the min. White serves as the Youth Queen Diana in recognition of
aject coordinator for the Bud- heir services and contributions to from an extended visit with rel- isters and churches of Alton. Bishop J. 0. Mason, state overseer;
a Youth Board. He is a grad- the community. They also atives in. Jackson, Mich.
.e of Johnson C. Smith univer- choose them from high scholastic
Regular services were held at Elder C. W. Gillespie, assistant
r, Charlotte, N. C. He holds a a chievement and extra-curricular the Mt. Zion MB church with the state overseer; Mrs. Mary Davis,
iduate degree from the Univer- activities. Robert D. Edwards is pastor, Rev. J. G. Hopkins in State Supervisor, Women's Workers; Elder S. P. Clemons, Elder
v of Buffalo. There were several general chairman: Mrs. Sybill S. charge.
era appointed along with White. Barnwell is program chairman
Andrew Cross has recovered H. Lewis, public relations committee and Elder James Williams,
le funeral services of Mrs. and Mrs. George R. Rose is pub- from a recent illness.
chairman.
rothy Butler McGuire were licity chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hayes were
Mr. Marshall Doom is now takd recently at the Meadow Bros.
Mrs. Ada Y. Jackson was hon- guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Hoping treatments in the veterans hosneral Home on Jefferson eve. ored recently with a farewell tea,
kins.
pital in Nashville,
• died March 6 at the Sisters at the Lutheran church's home on
Misses Mollie F. Cross, Rochelle
• ••
mital. She is the wife of Dr. E Delavan ave. Mrs. Jackson has
Watkins, Mabel Watkins, Fredia
.ron S. McGuire, one of Butte- served as superintendent
By MINNIE CLARK
of the Chandler and Messrs. George Cars leading dentists. Mrs. Mc- Lutheran Home for the Aged in
Mrs. Bob Anders of Moline, Ill.
ter and George, Allen Floyd attendire was a native of Buffalo and Lancaster, Pa.
Members and ed the tournament in Anna re- gave a surprise bilithday party for
'graduate of Masten Park High Home for approximately
her husband at the home of Mr.
13 years. cetly.
tool, Buffalo State Teachers cot- She will become
matron at the
Mrs. 011ie Watkins and family and Mrs. Willie Huston, jr. Guests
e and received her certificate in Lancaster, Pa. Members a n
came
from Galesburg, Moline,
d were called to Lilbourn, Mo. to
social service from the Univer- friends of this region
participated attend the funeral of her uncle. Springfield, Jacksonville and Mas of Buffalo other than Dr. She in expressing
•• •
comb.
their gratitude to
survived by a brother, Robert Mrs. Jackson for
Miss Grace McGruder of Springher ardent serv- FREEPORT
Butler. She was laid to rest ice to the
visited relatives and friends
field
community. She left
By LLOYD BRUMFIELD
the Forest Lawn Cemetery. on March 15.
over the week end.
We are glad to say Mrs. Griffin
'rancis N. Cann, public reMrs. Edna Younger of Peoria
• ••
Smith is now convalescing at home visited relatives here recently.
ion officer of Ghana, the world's
confined
to
being
recently
vest nation, was guest speaker Mrs. Tennie Powell has just re- after
Charles Huston spent Saturday
ently at Beck Temple. His top. turned from Bandona. Ky. where the hospital. Speedy recovery to in Rantoul playing with his team
Smith.
Mrs.
you
was, "The Independence of she attended the funeral of her
in a basketball tournament.
While we are so happy f o r
ace'. The meeting was spon- brother-in-law, Mr. Henry Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles White of
also
we
are
•
•
Smith,
Mrs.
ed by Elder Charles Beck, who
Galesburg visited relatives a n d
speedy
the
recovery
for
praying
friends here recently.
irried recently from attending
and hope that her husband, GrafMr. and Mrs. Ralph Brooks,
Independence session.
from
home
be
will
soon
fin
Smith,
daughter and grandson and Clyde
'he Youth Beard recently aphospital.
the
•
Brooks
of Monmouth, Ill., visited
ved a site on the East Ferry
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Bland and Mr. snd Mrs. Ivan Brooks Sunday.
1 Welker for the first city operBUFFALO. N. Y. — "The col- daughter, Joni. Mr. and M r a., William Thorpe and William
d youth lounge. The lounge is
ng sponsored for recreation, leges of the United Negro College Charles Randolph and son, Ricky, Leatherwood were callers in
eting place and social center Fund have carried the torch of all from Rock Island, were the Springfield.
young people of the Cold freedom and interracial good will week end guests of Mrs. Bland's. Miss Debbie Huston celebrated
Mg area. Mrs. Elmer Mitch, for the entire South," declared parents, Mr. and Mrs. John her first birthday on the 18th.
Mrs. Joe Daniels, Sr. is on the
ird chairman and the Rt. Rev. Dr. Benjamin E. Mays, president, Brumfield sr.
• •.
sick list.
gr. Sylvester J. Hobe!, commit- Morehouse college, speaking before
a
capacity
audience at a meeting CAIRO
Leo Williams visited here Sunchairman.
in Kleinhans Music Hall, concludBy DAN CLARK
day.
4r. and Mrs. Frank Bennett Ba- ing the three day convocation
of
The workers meeting of t h e
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Linear
• are the proud parents of 3 the fund's 31 member-college
pres- Churches of God in Christ of visited in Hannibal Mo., over
ely baby daughter, Cynthia, idents and
representatives.
Southern Illinois will convene at the weekend.
ther and baby are home doing
•Iy.
has Elloeen Del Chighterson, a
ector of the Western New York
ited Negro College Fund Drive
ertained guests at a reception
i dinner at her lovely home
t Sunday afternoon on Allen
rst rd. in Amhearst. The gala
air was in honor of Dr. Willa
Player Dr Player is president
Bennett college in Greensboro,
C. She too is one of the two
men in the U. S serving as
lege presidents. Other pests
tsent were Buffaloians.
iliss Mary E. Wood of Cow..? ave. has been named acting
scutive of the YWCA, on Frankat. She succeeded Miss Alice
tier, who died recently. Miss
eid is a native of Des Moines,
va and came to this city last
ar as an assistant director She
s a wide experience of Y work
ving served at the S. W. Delmt branch in Philadelphia for
proximately 14 years. Miss
md is doing a splendid job here
the Franklin St. Y and has
vie a wide circle of friends and
loved by all. Yours truly had
lovely chat with Miss Wcod at
a Victory Fashion Show, which
as held at the Resident House on
irth st. last Tuesday evening.
r. Rufus E. Clement, presiint of Atlanta university will adless the Luncheon group at Hotel
atter Saturday noon March 16.
se convocation of the United Nem college began here March 16
id continued through the 17th.
se public meeting was held in
(right) as J. W. Jefferies, aimAT "COUNTY OF YEAR"
left center chats with Person
leinhans Music Hall Sunday evetriet agent with the A & T
County farmers Eugene Hum.
award ceremony in Roxbury,
sag . The Bethune Cookman colcollege extension service looks
phrey, Semen., N. C., and
N. C., Senator W. Kerr Scott,
ge choir will render the music,
James Talley, Roxboro, RED,
on from left. The action took
aere are expected to be 31 NeALO

' By ARZORA S. DAVIS
594 E. Eagle St.

Mays Discusses UNCF
At Morehouse Meet

meta

Pro•••••

Albert Rossellini, signing,
State Representative Fred
D o r e, State Representative
Charles Stokes, only Negro

••••••••• In •1-.0.1•1

•••••••••••

•7•0

...v.,. meg

The Missionary Society met in
the home of Mrs. Lydia Merriwether, Bennett at., Sunday at 4
p.m. All members were present.
They had quite an interesting
meeting and discussion. Please
bring your February and March
Messenger for the next meeting.
Mrs. Florence Ward, secretary;
Mrs. Georgia Kelley, president;
Rev. C. D. McKelvey, pastor.
Seventy-fifth annual celebration
of Founder's Day was observed
at Lane college, Sunday, March 3,
5 p.m. Pres. C. A. Kirkendoll, presiding procession — "War March
of the Priests't by Lane college
band; 0. W. Hewitt. director;
Hymn—"Now Thank We All Our
God" by the audience; responsive
reading, Prof. N. Verle McCullough; Prayer by Prof. J. T. Beck;
Prayer Response, Lane college
choir; Lane college Through Seventy-Five Years of Service, Mrs.
Essie Mae Perry; Tone Poem, by
Jean Sibelius, Lane college band;
Founder's Day address, Dr. J.
Clarence Colclough; Hallelujah
Chorus, Lane college choir; Greetings, Mrs. Edna White; Greetings,
Miss Darlene Hutson; Acknowledgements and announcements,
Dr. .1. 0. Perpener: Fair Lane,
Athal Smith; closing prayer and
benediction, Dean P. R. Shy.
The Junior Matron club observed
their 10th anniversary Sunda y,
March 10 at Liberty C. M. E.
church at 3:30 p.m. Mrs. Essie
Mae Perry, instructor at Lane college was guest speaker. The meeting was well attended and much
benefits were achieved. Mrs. Cyril
C. Porter, president, Rev. C. D.
McKelvey, pastor. Offering 3244.01.
The Merry High PTA and the
Jackson Chapter of Jack and Jill,
Inc. had its "Coffee Sip" Monday
evening. They were entertained
with an inspirational program beginning at 8:45 in the Merry High
gym. At this time payments on

N. Carolina

Texas

Wisconsin

Place at Roxboro last week as
Person County received the
County of the Year award.

AU'
C.

a

Florida

PAHOKEE
By R. C. MAR
The city at large wishes to express their sympathy to the wife
of Mr. Juain Davis, who lost her
member of the legislature, who
grandmother in Waynesboro, Ga.
spearheaded the bill in the
Mrs. Ida Davis was known by
House of Representatives, and
many persons of this city who did
State Senator Peterson.
much church work over a large
area. She was one of the oldest
members of McCuller Covernent
Baptist church and served in
many capacities.
The Church of God has closed
a very successful revival, under
pledges may be paid in full or
the direction of the pastor, Elder
partially, as well as new pledges LOCAL PRINCIPAL IS
J. R. Davis. Holy Baptism was
may be made by individuals or FAYETTEVILLE ASSEMBLY
administered to 40 persons at Lake
groups. All proceeds received wilt SPEAKER
Okeechobie. After the baptizing a
go toward the Merry High School
Margaret Walker, principal of wonderful program was held at
Band Fund for uniforms. M r a.
Catherine Springfield, president of the local North Street Elemen- the church and many outstanding
Merry High PTA, Mrs. Mary L. tary school, was the essembly singing groups from all over the
Womack,
president,
Jackson speaker at the Fayetteville State district took part in the affair.
Teachers college Monday, March
Mrs. Annie Lee Edwards was
Chapter of Jack and Jill, Inc.
18. Addressing herself to the top- shot in the arm by Ham McEluen
The funeral services of Mrs. Pin- ic, "Problems Incident to the Be- when
he fired in her cafe. She
kie White Turner were held Friday
ginning Teachers", Mrs. Walker was treated at the Everglade Mefrom Liberty CME church with
suggested that one might set out morial hospital.
Rev. C. D. McKelvey officiating.1 to prevent as many problems as
George Carter suffered a brokMrs. Turner had lived in Chicago, possible and to concentrate open en
toe from a stone which fell on
for several years. She was born those that are always likely to oc- his
foot while working on Dr. H.
and reared here in Jackson and cur.
C. Johnson's clinic.
was the daughter of Mrs. Mamie
She recommended to beginning
Mrs. Edna Moore met with au
Ivory. Bledsoe Funeral Home in teachers that they preserve their accident
when she was coming
charge.
vitality for the actual work in the down her daughter's steps. She
Donald Nelson, who is attending clossroom; that they strive to be- fell and was rushed to the
Everschool at Little Rock, Ark., spent come emotionally mature; that glade Memorial hospital
where
the week end here with his par- they develop social competence; she was treated for a broken
arm.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Coleman. and that they become thorough in The reunion between James
Wit.
Donald is an intelligent and in- the preparation and presentation son and Mrs. Peal Wilson
was
dustrious young man and is tak- of their subject matter.
celebrated from Friday until Sun.
ing dentistry work.
Mrs. Walker concluded her lec- day. Mrs. Wilson, who spent .1ssi
Liberty CME pastor and mem- ture with the statement: "Social summer and fall in central New
bers worshipped with Greater Be- tact, good judgment, taste, a plea- York, has been an employe at
thel AME church Sunday evening santly-pitched voice, an optimis- the Mary White Cafe until rebeginning at 7:30. Rev. W. H. le appreciation of life, courage to cently. Since there has been a
Johnson was guest speaker. Music face situations, and above all, a reunion and Mrs. Wilson will re.
was furnished by Home Baptist sense of humor are important es- side on the Southside, she will
Old Fashion Gospel Singers and sentials in preventing and in solv- resign from her position.
Many persons from the city
the Male Chorus of Greater Be- ing classroom problems."
tended the Progressive
thel. Mr. Steve Brown, sponsor,
Baptist
State
Rev. F. D. Coleman, pastor.
Convention in Jacksonville,
school is Prof. J. H. Parrish.
Fla.
Some
"Straight and Narrow Path t o
of lie delegates from
Mrs. Gladys Knight, a local
Heaven" or better known as "Hea- teacher of this county (Madison) our city were: Rev. 0. D. Will
hams,
was
presentPilgrims"
Bound
Mrs.
ven
Ella Jarkins, Mrs.
has recently returned from The
ed Sunday, March 17 at St. Paul Crump Memorial hospital, Mem- Esther Mairon, Mrs. Paulin•
CME church, which began at 7:45 phis, Tenn., after spending sever- Stokes, Rev, A. L. Jarden and
p.m. You should have been there al days there for treatment. Her Rev. W. F. Anderson,
Mn,Sadie Thompson is planning
to watch and listen to the Pilgrims many friends are glad to see her
as they made their journey thru back home and wish her a contin- a trip in the near future which
will be of a business nature
life to join the Heavenly Choir, ued and rapid recovery.
and
Stewardess Board No. 2 sponsor,
Mrs. Carrie Adams, a teacher, will take her to Thomasville, ValMrs. Frances Houston, directress, employed as a dental techni- dosta and Atlanta, Ga.
Rev. P. R. Shy, pastor.
cian in the laboratory of Dr. Hen/
2 W. Lafayette at.,
West High 4-H Club observed Na- ry Bullock, 2041
tional 4-H week, March 2.9 with a has just received word that her
special program during the chap- book entitled, "Kin to Sin" has
el hour. Titled "Portrait of 4-H", been accepted for publication. Mrs.
showed examples Adams is the author of several MONAHAN8
the program
of the many different types cf articles and stories. One story cur- By DAVID K. WASHLNOTaN
Archie Washmgton of Caldwell,
projects in the large field from rently appearing in The Good PubTexas and brother of Charles
which 4-H'ers may choose, such as: lications of Fort Worth, Texas.
Baking, represented by M r 5.
Rev. G. W. Scales, 144 W. Pres- Washington died in the Veterans
Settle Price, showing prize win- ton st., tigs city, preached an ex- hospital at Marlin, Texas after a
muffins;
ning biscuits and
Miss cellent sermon at Linden, Tenn. lengthy illness. A veteran of World
Limmie Lewis Day, showing ten Sunday for Rev. Mrs. V. J. Smith, War II and a member of the Bapears of corn selected for exhibit who is ill. Rev. Scales is a won- tist church, Mr. Washington died
for the Fair; Nathan Rogers and derful minister and has pastored on the same date and almost the
Sylvia Titwater with large a n d churches for several years. ' same hour to the minute as his
Leading on toward Loyalty Day mother did three years ago.
small record books; Emma J. HoSurvivors are his wife, Mrs. Cora
well and Bobbie Jackson with- lug- Sunday, March 31, Rev. A. L.
gage all ready for the State 4-H Campbell, pastor of Berean church Carroll Washington; one son, a
Club Camp; Mattie Clark and Ag- preached a wonderful and chal- daughter-in-law, five brothers, a
nes Bond dressed for District lenging sermon at the 11 a.m. hour sister and a host of friends.
Dress Contest; Annie Hennings, from the subject: "Standing Fast Charles Washington and family
Raymona Shaw, Hattie Burton, in the Lord", and in the after- left for funeral services Which will
showing 4-H ribbons won; Mamie noon the Rev. Freeman and mem- be held at Macedonia Baptist
Passkey and Willie Tom Anthony bers of Humboldt, Tenn., worship- church, Caldwell, Texas,
showing 4-H uniform.
ped with Berean church at 3. lie
Ruby Jackson and Peal Weaver preached with great fervency to
with medals for boys and girls a large audience and gave us a
as winners in the different 4 - II nice offering to help out on our
projects; Clarissa French a n d big debt so we can start on the
Jessie Corner in National 4-H uni- second story. We are trying to MADISON
form; Martha A. Bond and Arthur raise $3,000 on Loyalty day. Pray
Mr. and Mrs. John and Magie
Reaves, wearing 4-H club Jackets for our success, and we really do entertained two students from Inwith the uniform. By working on appreciate the kind people who dia, sent here by their government
projects as shown by these por- have helped and hope you will to complete their doctors degree.
traits abilities are developed for continue to help us. Rev. Free- They are very
capable young
improving farms, homes and fam- man is pastor of Morning Star men.
ily living and many other activi- Baptist church in Humboldt.
Rev. Dawson and family have
ties. The 4-H club officers are as
Red Cross volunteer workers in moved into the new parsonage of
follows: Willie Mae Clark, presi- the Negro Division are very busy the Mt. Zion Baptist church, on
dent; Jessie Corner, vice presi- trying to finish the 1957 campaign Fisher at. It is very bertutitn1 and
dent; Ruby Jackson, secretary; within the next few days.
spacioue.
Martha Bond, assistant secretarY;
Mr. August Wiley passed after
Registration for the spring quarBobbie Jackson, treasurer; An n ter at Lane college Tuesday morn- a short illness in a local hospital.
Hennings, Song leader; Sergeant- ing at 8 a m. It is also expect- He leaves many relatives a n d
at-arms, Paul Weaver; girls' proj- ed that the late registration fee friends. Mr. Wiley was buried in
Madison local cemetery.
ect leader, Mettle Clark; boys be paid.
A sister of Mr. George Harris,
project leader, Savoy Trsnsou;
Rev. F. D. Freeman, pastor and
Bobby Brown, program chairman; members of Cerro Gordo, worship- who was visiting here, passed in
recreation chairman, Etta Claris- ped with Allen Avenue Church of a local hospital.
sa French: boys' club leader, L God in Christ Sunday. There was
D. Darnell; girls' club leader, an interesting program after Rev. Railroads in the U. S. operate 1,Alma Bond The exten.ive adult Freeman preached an interesting 825 dining cars serving up to 500
meals per day.
leader and principal of West Iligh sermon. Large attendance.

Tennessee
JACKSON

Mrs. Nellie Mae York left for
Kansas City, Mo, to be with her
sick son, Richard Sales and his
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Granerson Reames
of Kansas City, Mo. and Geroy
and Maurice Wargh of Little Rock
spent Sunday with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wargh.
Tommy and Alfreda Locke, Wilma Sherrill and Bob Smiley spent
a day in Little Rock shopping and
visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Brown re.
turned home to Des Moines after
visiting their parents, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Will Harper and family and
friends.
Bud Taylor is ill in Gray's hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. ?tutus Johnson
and Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Brown of
Des Moines, Iowa and Mrs. Eraois Lee of St. Louis, Mo. were
dinner guests at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Jennifer Watkins.
Mr. and Mrs. V. S. Kitchen, a
pioneer Negro couple of this city,
celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary with open house at
their home in West Batesville,
Mrs. Addie Braggs has returned
from Jonesboro where she has
been taking treatment at St. Ber.
nerds hospital.
Anderson Jones Is ill at his
home.
Mrs. Nellie Turner spent a few
days in Newport visiting with sick
friends.
The Missionary Society met at
the Bethel AME church. Mrs. Callie Harper is president.

DURANT
By ?MET ALLEM
Tom Brooks passed away MonFuneral services
day evening.
were held at Mt. Calvary Baptist
church. Rev. R. C. Ingram officiated. Mr. Brooks was a member
and secretary of the Durant Baptist church for a number of years.
Hello leaves to mourn many relatives and friends.
Those on our sick list are: Peter Redd, Mrs. Mattie Butler, Mrs.
Mary Lee Kickens, Dane Winters,
Peneio Hardin, Debts Fields and
Nelson Perkins.
•••
PICKENS
By MRS. GRACE BYRD STIGLE
Mrs. Olivia McKay of New Orleans, La., visited friends in Pick;
ens.
Mrs. Daisy Bostic has returned
home after an operation in Jackson hospital,
• ••
LUMBE RTON
By NANCY FOWLER
Mrs, Rethollo Stokcstill is visiting her daughter and son-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Roylen.
Pfc. Timmy Winfield is home for
a short visit with his mother and
father, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Winfield,
Mrs. Willie Carter is returning
to the coast to work awhile.
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By MRS. DOROTHY M. VASSER

Sunday, March 10, was a high
ay at the Chapel Hill 3aptist
hurch.
The pastor, Rev, L. T.
Shepherd
hisied a very ilyeainic
,nesge awn the suuject, "ie
Snail
C iritnessea unto Me.
Alter the
rinun the iiiorus saug "I
.seed
lice every Hour' with Mrs.
Coe Miller, soloist.
One member, Miss Lithe
rtuth
oper, was added to the ,aemrship.
In Training Union, Mrs. Corine
tiler did an excellent job
subtilting for Mrs. Sarah Turner,
ho was ill. She presented a quiz
•The Ten Virgins' with several
usical
entish
ThsiCstor along with his guests,
ev. Love and Bev. Ware, also
ev. Jefferies and others, were
tertained for dinner at the lovely
me of Deacon and Mrs. J. L. ,
arnett in the Forked Deer CornUnity.
The night service was climaxed
'th a soul-stirring message de'ered by Rev. Jefieries, pastor
First Baptist, Maury City. His
bject was "Yoke Up With
rist.'
A ROUND RALLY will be spunred by the Missionary Society
e 4th Sunday in Apri,l. Everyone
kindly invited.
March 12, an increase was made
the Baltimore family. A son
s born to Mr. and Mrs. James
Itimore whose name is Darnell.
Sunday evening, March 17, the
v. J. R. lialliburton and Senior
BERNARD SCHOOL in Sons.
hoir tor
.....
...st
erville was scene of a big
urch vrshipped with the Chapel
day recently as the junior and
1st church. Mr. Walter
senior 4-H club observed the
er
d Miss Bessie Mae Wells
Fifth
Annual Aehlesement
re
ionsorers. Welcome-Miss
Day. Upper picture is of facsa V 'urner and Response-Mrs.
ulty
members
and guest s.
a Bt sn of Morning Star, SeeSeated left to right are Mrs.
n-Res J. R. Halliburton. Text:
Bolden,
Lucy
Miss Carrie
tthew 1:2-6. Rev. lialliburton
Mildbrooks, Miss Elizabeth
cached powerful sermon which
s enjor 1 by everyone present.
Henning Grove Baptist churn,
Since 1.. O. Gillespie was such
close friend of Rev. Shepherd, Rev. J. R. Haiiiourion, pas.or,
had to hear a few words of sponsored a calendar Social on
marks coming from him and March 20 with the following pero J. T. Halliburton. The choir sons serving as chairman and conished lovely music with D. C. chairmen of the tables which rephnson, pianist and Mrs. Charles resented the months.
ight, directress. The proceeds
January, Sisters Willie Pearson
m this program were for the and Nancy Kates; February, Sisilding fund.
ters Lenora Eggleston, Willie Moss
ohnson Consolidated school of Woodson and Frizetta Eggleston;
pley, Tenn., Principal 1V. S March, Sister Mae Bell Pearson;
ylor, wishes to thank the par- April, Beatrice Jones, Lillie Mae
ts, students, and teachers for Adams, Lizzie Green and Elnora
king the Homecoming game a Alexander; May. Ladye M. Crockccess.
ett, Rosa Haliburton, and Mary
tteilre—Miss Ruth Rucker Easterwood; June, Nonia Mae Eg• C. Barlow, Queen—Miss gleston and Willie Lou Burrows;
J.
ita Halfacre. King—Verlin August. Florence Parker and Lil,lloway,
lie B. Morton; September, Jeanie

Prof. John W. Kolitheim, Samuel
Carpenter and William Vasser, attended their monthly Alpha PM
Alpha fraternity meeting on last
Sunday, over to Henning, fem.
Mrs. Carpenter and Mrs.
.iser
accompanied their husbanus over
to attend the AWA meeting. rho
meeting was held in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Jacox, Mr. Jame is
principal of Palmer Turner school
Users.
The Fayette Hornets girls have
won all West Tennessee tournament honors and are now playing
In the State Tournament in Nashville, Ter112. at A Ii I State university. They are oopiug to leave
there with the winning trophies.
Mr. Carpenter, coach.
The Principal Mr. Brown, and
other faculty members and student
body of Longtown Elementary
school, held their 2nd annual 4-H
Participation Day on last Thursday. The affair was a great success.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie McNeil had
as their house guest last weekend,
their children from Chicago, 1.11.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jones, spent
last weekend in Nashville, with
their parents and attended the
state tournament over the weekend.

Ware and Mrs. Wilson, facui•
ly members. Standing, left to
right: Fred Sahltmore, principal, and guests: Miss S'ennie
M. Scales, Ernest Brazzle,
Mrs. Lelia L. Kohlheim, Prof.
R. J. Roddy, Miss Beesie L.
Walton and Bev. A. Hardaway. In middle scene, Wise
Florestine Johnson, eighth
M. Whiteside, Josh' McClarin,
Katherine Miller; October, Odell
Bewail, and Willie Mae Bellows;
November, Minnie Halliberton
and Ionia Johnson; December,
Eva Jones and Bertie Thurman.
This was a gala affair with plenty of food and a splendid spirit of
fellowship. They were entertained
by a tape recording of "Heaven
Bound Pilgrim," a play presented
a few weeks ago by the Morning

Star Baptist church.
We know that you are still in

grader, is being crowned
queen of the 4-H club by Miss
%ennie M. •geates, assistant
home agent. In loner photo
are all 68 members of the 4-11
club. Sonic 300 persons joined
them in the annual observance. Every club member contributed something for the ex•
hibits.

Victim Of Heart
Stabbing Improving
Willie Williams, 27, of 119 S.
Oakley ave., stabbed in the heart
Sunday, was reported Improving
Monday.
Williams reportedly was cut in
his home during and argument
with his wife, Alice, over an egg.
Sunday he was reported in "very
serious"-condition at County hospital

the spirit of sharing and giving. as one of the ten "Debi" for
Two young ladies who are mem- "Debutante (Cotillion) Ball
by
bers of the Junior class at Lauder- Sigma Gamma Rho, April 5th."
dale high school are representing ! May they count on help from
this section for two of the leading us, the home folks? Thanks for
sororities. Miss Elnora Palmer, all help. They also witnessed the
the school's queen is working to first annual musical contest sponbe "Miss Mardi Gras" for Alpha sored by Omega P..
ez
Kappa Alpha, March 29th. Miss with Miss Ella Mai Barbee, at
Wanda J. Brent, State NHA pres- Lane college, Jackson, Tenn.,
ident, also is working untiringly , March 22,

Beef and eggs which Memphis
and Mid-South homemakers have
found plentiful since the first of
the year appear again at the top
of the April plentiful foods list of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture, according to Leo W. Smith of
the department's food distribution
USDA reports that the marketing of fed cattle is continuing
heavy, and egg supplies also are
large. Southeastern food - shoppers should find both beef and
eggs reasonat,ly priced during April. Producer prices for choice
grade steers during early March
were $5 to $7 a hundred pounds
lower than last fall, and farm
prices for eggs around 8 to 10
cents a wozen lower than a year
ago.
Since most of the bed coming to retail markets is from fed
cattle, a large proportion of nip
meat — because of quality —will
be U. S. Choice.
Other foods on USDA's plentiful
list for April are: turkeys, potatoes, canned sweet corn, dried
prunes, rice, peanuts and peanut
products, Smith said.
The University of San Tomas
founded by the Spanish in the
Philippines in 1611 is about 25
years older than Harvard university in the U. S.

Matchmaker Larry Amadee has

arranged a boxing show for Tuesday night at the Joe louts gym.
64 E. 51st st., that should he packrealize there is not much you ed with speed and hittinr power.

Musing:
More about the social needs of can do about improving her figGeorge Williams, Joe Louis
children from 9 to 12. There is a ure, but, as you know by just I gym, and Sammy Gianeola, CYO,
need for harmonizing conflicting looking around there are girls who will open the card in a threeloyalties and standards, . .1 o r do not have perfect figures who rounder at 118 pounds. In the
more mature program with wider do have dates.
windup Willie Webb, an experisocial contacts. . .cubbing, scout• I suggest you look around for enced 165-pounder from the CYO,
Mg. . scamping. . .for group se- a boy who doesn't expect his girl meets Al Csstele, Louis gym.
curity and solidarity. . .to develop to be a "Venus", then see if you Both of these boys are good solid
good spectatorship and sportsman- can get the two together. 'Trey say hitters.
ship for companionship with "There is a Jack for every Jill"
In other bouts on the card, Shed
children of own age
so why not find out if that is true Moore, Louis gym, meets Willie
Dear Carlotta:
In your friend's case? Good luck. Bell, Louis, at 170 pounds. Frank
We are three girls who have a
Scully, CYO, and Lee Osborne,
problem concerning our fo urt h
Coulon, meet at 147 isounds. Tomfriend. She is not attractive a n d
my Caldwell, Louis, meets Aldoes not have a good figure. Bephonso Sanchez, South Chicago Y,
cause of this the boys ign ore her
in a light-heavyweight bout. Maucompletely. She is invited to our
rice Oliver, CYO, meets Perez
parties but she always turns out ••••••
Carter, Louis, at leo, and Art
to be a wallflower. .even at her
Jackson, Louis, meets Gerald
tiood
own parties. There is a party comCary, Louis, at 185 pounds.
ing up again in a couple of weeks.
The first bout is scheduled for
Tuna fish and macaroni make a
Would it be kinder to exclude her
30.
delicious, stick-to-the-ribs type of
or invite her? We have written
for
dish
meatless
Lenten
meals.
you because we respect your opinThe Illinois Commission on
ion. We appreciate any sugges- Here's a recipe for carrot tuna
Human Relations is presenting a
tions you could offer concerning macaroni ring you can whip together in 60 seconds cooking time. Sunday series of radio programs
this matter. Concerned.
on human relations and its many
It serves six.
Dear Concerned:
aspects, dealing with employment,
Add one tablespoon salt to three
It appears to me that this
law, education, health and reli"fourth" girl friend has enough quarts rapidly boiling water gion.
unhappiness as it is, and I be- Gradually add two cups elbow
Panelists who appear OP prolieve it will make her more un- macaroni (eight ounces) so that gram each
Sunday at 2:30 pm,
happy if you do not invite her water continues to boil. Cook un- on WBEE,
are experts in their
to the party. Apparently you do covered, stirring occasionally, until
tender.
regard her as a friend and have
been including her in your activDrain in colander. Drain one 7ities. So, don't you think it would ounce can solid-pack tuna
and
be rather cruel if you suddenly break tuna into pieces.
Combine
ignored her, too?
tuna, macaroni, one 101
/
2 ounce
I am wondering if there Is a can condensed cream of m u s
Way you might subtly make some room
soup, 1 cups
RECORDS FOR EVERVONI
mashed
suggestions about things she can carrots, two eggs, well beaten and
do to improve her appearance. If 2 cups soft bread crumbs
Mix
It would help, you could even of- well and turn
into greased eightfer to give her some new jewelry. inch ring mold.

Macaroni An
Tuna Make A
Comb•me

NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL
Prot ides Security and Service Through Cooperation
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
FOR YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1956

ASSETS
Real Estate (including HO 8. BO Bldg')

$

948,876.18

Mortgage Loans

15,254,371.03

Loons to Policyholders .........
Bonds
.'rut

31,182,693.19

2,169,525.87

Stocks. Preferred & Common
......
Cash & Bank Deposits
Net Premiums Uncollected & Deferred
All Others Admitted Assets

Policy Reserves
.•
Reserves for Policy Claims ...err
Dividends for Policyholders

1,348,610.40
1,496,910.31
1,001,168.41
598,877.44

$43,395,388 85
302,333.04
862,406.16

Interest, Rent and Premiums In Advanit•
Taxes & Accrued expenses •'AWN

525,389.95

Security Valuation Reserve .msapt-r
Other Liabilities & Reserves

720,744.38

TOTAL LIABILITIES .
Reserve for Contingencies

153,920 50
526,375.63
•

.546,486,338.51
As,
s
3,264,474.32

Unassigned Surplus
TOTAL LIABILITIES, CONTINGENCY
RESERVE AND SURPLUS

4,250,000.00
$54,001,032 83

The 58th Annual Statement of assets, liabilities and surplus of the North
enrollee Mutual
Life Insurance Company represents the combined efforts of the management,
and employees of the company to provide for their security while at the policyholders
to
make a contribution to the economic and social well-being of our eountry same time
and the public
eenerally.

The assets represent busy dollars serving the needs of our Federal ond
store governments
and the political subdivisions thereof, and of business, Industry ond
and as
a bulwark in our notional defense. Through them every policyholder homeowners,
has a definite
In Americo and the free enterprise system as well as the high standard of living stake
of the
people of this country.
The Insurance In force on the fives of the 728,591 policyholders amounts to
$233,113,30S;
and during 1956 a total of $443858293 was paid to policyholders and beeeflciarles,
bringing total payments under policy contracts of the company since
organization to $57,888,243.08.

Happy Dad! Just has to share the news every
time the phone rings. And when baby gets home,
the same phone will serve the new arrival, too,
so many ways. It will go to the drug store ...
department stores ... doctor's office.
And it's that way with all of us. Your telephone
eases your mind ,..buys things you need ...
makes life easier and more pleasant every day.
Today, you take your telephone for granted, and
you should. Tomorrow many exciting
new developments lie ahead ... telephone TV,
for instance ... that will continue to make your
phone even more a part'of pleasant living.

NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL
Every drop of Ancient Age is distilled in one place...1n Frankfort, Kentucky.
Of the three
leading bourbons, Ancient Age is the only one that can claim this advantage.
And we make
all of our whiskey only at the original distillery, right in the heart of the bourbon
country.
That's why the taste and flavor of this superb bourbon is always the same.
bottle after
bottle, year after year. That's why Ancient Ag6 is the fastest growing 6 year
old bourbon in
America! Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey •6 Years Old •90 Proof. @Ancient Age Dist. Co.,
Frankfort, Ky.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Horne Office: Durham, North Carolina

A. P. DUMAS, Manager
Memphis District
JA 6-3663
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c ee LnsIn Golden Gloves
"
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Michigan State's football team
opens its 1957 season at home on
Sept. 28, entertaining the Hoosiers
from Indiana university.

First Boxer 50,000 See
NAIA Won By
To Bring
Tenn. State
Title Home

Ben
By B

By EARL S. CLANTON III

NASHVILLE — Tennessee State
university's capture of the 19th
Menrilic first :1 'Ilona' Golden
annual NAIA national basketball
Gloves champion ha ; been praised
championship was rated among the
as a I. set who "flga 4 more like top five tournaret:e -1 the ora pro thak most professionals."
ganization's history, by Al 0.
Rye it idulatt, W113 for 20 years Duer, executive secretary, last
'has been instructor o/ boxing and week.
Judo at the Stratton YMCA,addIn a release from Kansas City
ed that to his other summation of
headquarters, Doer listed Tennes17-year-old Brown McGhee, the
see's 93-72 victory over Southeastother heing that "I think he's the
ern (Oklahoma) State as one of
best mattur fighter ever to come
the five significant developments
out of Memphis."
of the week-long convention.
Young McGhee, a senior at
"'The new champions, as well as
Booker T. Washington High school, the other 31 district champions
a featherweight, wa.• a member comprising the starting national
oz the Cii;cago squad tha. almost field, conducted themselves in a
swept ne intercitg Matches last manner that upheld the traditions
Wednesday night at Chicago be- of sportsmanlike conduct of the
tween that city and New York.
highest order for which this tourSWITQFP•G PAID
nament has become nationally recLast Wednesday night's victory ognized," Duer stated.
over Norman Smith of WashingIn attendance the national tourton, L. C., was the fifth in a row ney drew an estimated 50,000 fans
for thit Chicago team
in the six-day playoff that was
Smttb, a sharper; and cleaner assured the continued support of
puncher than McGhee, could not Greater Kansas City sports folteam captain for the Team,UP FOR TWO POINTS goes
connect solidly wits the speedier lowers to the tournament, evidencsee Tigers, was a leader ash*
Tennessee State university's
Memphis boy. McGhee's switching ed by the fact that the Junior
fast-break attack that let.Ten•
Ron Hamilton while Southeaststyle paid off as he kept plow- Chamber of Commerce, sponsornessee State to the 93 to 73
ern (Oklahoma) State guard
ing into his rangier foe anl hit- ing organization, had the second
triumph over Southeastern ltt
Wayne Maulding, (45),. tried
ting with lefts awl rights.
sales
in
the
highest advance ticket
the NAIA finals in KUDOS
in vain to stop him. Hamilton,
Mr. Ridblatt who wasn't in Chi- tourney's history — approximate
City. (Clanton III photo) •.•
cago the last tinit, said Sunday ly $31,000.
be was glad he was not there.
"Tennessee State, one of the
"It would have beim hard on me
more than 50 all-Negro colleges '
I can't tand too much es:itement
holding NAIA membership, emerand when I'm the:e with my boys
ged victorious by defeating, in orI live trough ev,ry blow of
der, Adrian, Mich., college, 87-69;
Inc fight'
Portland, Oregon university 87The Chicago team trainers han70; Western Illinois of Macomb,'
dled all the boys representing Chi90-88; first seeded Pacific Luthercago in the inte,(07 meet.
an of Parkland, Wash., 71-70 and
The team managers'•
The Memphis Semi-Pro baseball
Mr. Ridblatt said he had never
Southeastern State, 92-73, for the league will present its annual sented.
seen Mc Gnee lose a fight in the
championship. These victories movie and talent show at Handy
Commissioner Williams mini
two years he has been coaching
were made possible by superb theatre on Park ave., Friday ed that the exhibition seas
the Negro boxers. "For that matteam play that stressed speed and night, March 29, beginning at 7:15 begins on April 1 and all
ter," he volunteered, "I've never
consistent brilliance of individual p.m.
to enter the league must/V.1',
seen any one get a solid punch
team members," the executive
Comm. J. D. Williams said istered by that date. Regular!,
against him."
secretary praised.
help
funds
from
the
event
will
begins on May 4. There woe
The boxing coach thinks his first
"The democratic principles upon defray expenses of the league dur- teams in the loop last segon
fighter to win the National Golden Gloves fights something on the which NAIA was founded," Duer ing the year. Comm. Williams, at least that number' are' Km'
order of Henry Armstrong. "He continued, "and to which it held Johnson Saulsberry and Miss ed this year.
keeps moving, keeps punching. He unwaveringly through the years Geraldine Burke, music departis what you call the aggressive resulted, for the first time, in an ment head at St. Augustine High
all-Negro college annexing a na- school, make up the program
fighter."
tional basketball championship." committee.
HEMPHILL WON
TWIN BILL
Another Memphis boy, Joe AlTwo movies will be seen: "Maslen Hemphill, a former Hamilton
• •
sacre" and "Man Fish".
High school student, who fought
The talent show will be the first
out of Rockford, Ill., won the
thing on the schedule. It will inheavyweight title.
clude: Dances by the Moon Maids
Some years ago Buddy Holderof St. Augustine; a solo by Miss
field, of Little Rock, Ark, a memBarabara Griffin; a soft shoe
ber of the Memphis team, won
dance by James Wilson; songs by
the title and that's as close as
the Five Flames; a tap dance by
Memphis had come until McGhee
Myrna Dell Williams; solo by Jesturned the trick this year.
se Lobbins; instrumental solo by
McGhee entered the meets in
Jackson and went on to MontThe Douglass-Bungalow - Crump Miss Delores Macklin and dance
gomery, Ala., before getting to Civic club will launch an adult numbers by the pupils of Mrs.
Chicago.
education program for residents of W. Forte Dancing school.
His flight missed being on the the Douglass area. Registration for TICKETS JUST 30 CENTS
Tickets, at 30 cents each, are
air last Wednesday by about three the study will be April 2.
ceived in Chicago along with
NATIONAL GOLDEN
minutes. The fights went off at
Classes will be held Tuesdays available from all managers and
are about his neck. Mr. Rid.
his title. McGhee wears the
/5 minutes to 10 and he start- and Thursdays between 7 and 9 players of the Semi-pro league.
GLOVES CHAMP Brown Mcblatt holds the boxer's chamsame sweater he wore in the
ed fighting at 12 minutes to 10. p.m. in the recently dedicated
Ghee and his trainer Rye Ridpionship medal and they both
ring the night he fought and
As a champ McGhee, who wants Community Center on Ash st.
blatt show off some of the
display the watch. (Newson
a new pair of 8-ounce gloves
to be a chemical engineer, rethings the featherweight reThe class matter will include
Photo)
ceived a 24 jewel Hamilton watch, fundamental reading and writing
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
a gold medal, set .of 8 - ounce and basic arithmetic. There will
OKLAHOM 5. CITY, Okla. —
gloves, sweat uniform and the he a course for those who need
VACUUM CLEANERS
black and white trunks and swea- work at the first to third grade (INS) — Highway patrolmen reRADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ter he used in the ring.
level and another for those requir- ported last night that they have
ing study at the fourth to sixth found the bodies of seven perTHIRD CHANCE
"Cows respond to kindness." ing such a machine as a high
sons in two ears stranded by a
McGhee has been boxing since grade level.
Boys and girls who attend Sunday producing cow is often called.
blizzard in Oklahoma's panhe was 10 and this trip to Chica- TEACHERS VOLUNTEER
School regularly are possibly fa- , The farmer who exercises care
handle.
go was his third crack at the
miliar with this statement, "Kind' his cow to let down, her milk. It
Rev. Alexander Gladney, civic
They said four of the dead
crown.
has been proven that the amount
words turn away wrath."
club president, said around 20
His career started in the Tr-- public school teachers have vol- were in one car and three in
Many successful dairy farmers of milk that a cow is capable et
State Amateur Tournament head- unteered to teach the courses free. another — both discovered near
are conscious of the fact that producing is present in her otter
Hooker, Okls.
ALSO—
ed by Prof. Harry T. Cash as a
Anyone in the area who knows (111111111111119111111I11111111111010181111111111111191111111110
kindness plays a great part M at milking time. The big questionj
make a tempt- novice and
weight (70 pounds) of some persn who could be bone.
REBUILT VACUUM $ 95 the production of dairy cattle. A is how much of this milk will on,2' Glazed ham can Easter
for
dinner.
fitted by the classes is urged to
up cow is a very nervous animal and get from the cow each time she ing main coursefor
in 1950. He . won.
CLEANERS
easy-to-prepare
Here's an idea
Next year he won in the tour- encourage that person to attend
responds to kind treatment. I is milked.
ham.
ney as a skeeter weight (80).
Rev. Gladney said it was found;
don't mean that a farmer has to REGULARITY A BIG FACTOR
1
ham (four-to•six
As a flyweight in 1952 and '53 that a great number of the people
have a radio in his barn playing
The cow responds to regularity
pounds)
sweet music for his cattle in or- of milking. It is very important
he again took the championships. are unable to read and write and
Used Records - 78 RPM
Whole cloves
He won again in 1958, as a ban- another large group can read and
der to increase production, but he that a farmer practices milking
1 cup canned apple sauce
cru-;
tamweight (118), and that was his write to a limited degree.
. does need to avoid noise and
his cows the same time every
1-4
light brown sugar
first trip to Jackson. He won there
I elty.
day. Too many farmers put off 2 tablespoons grated orange
45 RPM
7-2631
excite
a
cow
IA.
should
never
' One
as a novice at St. Louis. This Cheyenne—Railway and highway
760 Union milking to do some other jobs
4rincdup
should
Dogs
milked.
was as far as a novice could go. culverts make ideal locations for
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507 before she is
and good treatment encourages
1
tablespoon orange juice
In 1955 he went to Jackson as a beaver dams, and as a result the
Friss Parking not be allowed around the barn! thinking that thedairy cow can
Open Nights
Bake ham until thoroughly heatat milking time, since barking wait and not be affected.
featherweight (126) and won, went beavers become a nuisance for Latest in Rhythms & Blues
ed,
30-45
minutes,
at
350
degrees.
won, also tak- maintenance crews and sometimes
is one of several means of annoy
Other practices that should be Remove from oven and stud with to Montgomery and
oph y. cause minor floods.
carried out are: avoiding what is cloves; then cover with glaze and ing the sportsmanship tr
That year he won three fights in
so frequently called stripping the bake one-half hour at 400 degrees
Chicago before losing in the guar=
About half the nation's women
cow, and the failure to milk rapter finals.
workers are married.
methods
two
common
idly.
These
a
n
d
future.
Advises
Present
Past,
Tells
Came 1956, McGhee started out
are responsible to a great extent
on all the affairs of life. There is no probagain. The Tri-State tourney. The crack at the national's this past
in causing the cow to dry off.
lem so great that she can't solve. Tells you
AAU bouts in Jackson. To St. Lou- week.
A dairy cow must have t h e
how to hold your job, when you have failed
McGhee lives with his mother,
is.
And then back to Chicago where
FORT
proper feed material for body
MYERS, Fla. — (INS)—
and how to succeed. Calls your friends and
Mrs. A. M. McGhee, a Klondyke
he
lost
his
second
fight.
milk
production.
O'Brien
Baseball's
twins
sepmaintenance and
are
enemies by name without asking you a sinThat was the first year Mr. Rid- school teacher, at 588 Stephens pl.
This feed stuff must be of a high arated for the first time.
gle word. Will tell you your troubles a n d
He has a sister, Annie Carmen,
blatt worked with the team.
quality
and
fed
regularly.
One
,
Eddie
O'Brien,
who
joined
the
what to do about them. Reunites the separHe came back with them this 12, and a brotha, Robert Westley,
cheapest
feed
Pittsburgh
Pirates
of
the
sources
of
with
his
twin
ated. Upon reaching womanhood and
19. His father, the late Prof. R.
for the cow is a good mixture of brother in 1952 as a bonus play- year. They worked hard, most of W. McGhee, was a teacher
realizing she had the God-given power to
at
the time using the equipment in
pasture.
Ili
Ia
grass
and
legume
er
under
Branch
Rickey,
has
been
help humanity, Madame has devoted 3 lifethe basement of Prof. Cash's home Booker T. Washington High school.
plays a great part in reducing optioned to Hollywood.
time to this work.
I where boys fighting in the Tri •
the cost of commercial feeds and
From the four corners of the world they come to her White
State meet usually sharpen up.
makes milk production more profand Colored, men and women of all races and walks of life.
He took Gerald Moore, 112; Ceitable.
cil Boyd, 118; McGhee, 126; AarGuaranteed to remove evil influences and bad lug,k. There is
A daughter, Gail Mitchell, to on Hackett, 135; James Webb, 147;
no pity for those knowing they are in hard luck, add need help
There are 28 railroad tunnels in Mr. and Mrs. William T. Mitch- Willie Dallas, 160; Garrett, 175;
and do not come for it. One visit will convince you Madam Asthe U. S., which are more than a ell, 721 S. Leach.
and Bobby Rayfer, heavyweight.
ta is superior to any other Reader you have seen. Gives lucky
mile long.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee A. ALABAMA CHAMPS
days and lucky hands. Lifts you out of sorrow and darkness and
McGhee, Hackett, Webb a n d
Harris, 465 N. Manassas.
A son, Robert Braden, Jr., to Moore won against heavy compestarts you on the way to success a n d happiness. Madam is
I Mr. and Mrs. Robert Braden, 1388 titioin. This made them Alabama
'ere for the first time in this vicinity—Consult her today!
state champions, gave them a
Gaither.
A son, David Wayne Morman, passport to Chicago. Joe Holt, a
MADAM DAY
Yes— A-tOokills Lire,Crabs,
to Mr. and..Mrs. David Merman, novice, went along,- also.
3092 HIGHWAY 51 NORTH
and their egg,' in one treatHackett lost his third fight; Holt
328 Vance.
ment. A-400 works fast and
IN FRAYSER, TENNESSEE
sure-- 1st won't irritate your
A daughter, Bettye Joe Echols was stopped his second time out;
won't stain your
akin,
PHONE EL. 7-9115
Moore
was
beaten
in
the
quarter
Joseph
Echols,
to Mr. and Mrs.
clothes. A 400 smells good —
finals, and Webb lost a split de3033 Calvert.
•
GROUND FLOOR
and it washes right out, like
Take Millington Bus or Frayser Bus every 15 minutes. Get
A daughter, Jeanette Marie cision to Joe Shaw, international
a shampoo.
off st Millington Road. Bus stops right at Madam Day's Door.
STERICK BUILDING
Jones, to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus champion who fought in the!OlymGo to your drug store toIf you can't find call in and you will be directed to her office.
YOU
LIKI
FOLKS
WHIIIPE
pics
at
Australia.
Jones,
1937
Ball.
day for A-POO!
She will pay free taxi fare for any group of three readings.
Gil PRIVINNYIAl.
McGhee
went
on
to
beat
21-yearA
son,
Edward
Lewis
Stanton,
to
SERVICr
She also cures ulcers and asthma. Where doctors fail she has
8-200 BETTER...try McKIESSON
Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Stanton, 506 old George Reiter of Minneaposucceeded. Make an appointment immediately.
lii
Hill,
win that time and get a S.

Semi-Pro loop Dates
Talent Show, Movie
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JOHNNY BARNES
RECORD SHOP
(7 for $1.00)

APPLIANCES, INC.

0p.,,

Th,.

U.

(6 for $1.00)

281 N. MAIN

DAILY SUNDAYS-8 A.M.-12 P.M.

Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lots

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

STORK STOPS

As Low As $50 Down

CAN YOU

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

A-200 KILLS
IMMEDIATELY

Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR

Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA.4-5551
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By B. J. POINDEXTER
very important factor in commu
Recently in the Freshman Comp filly development and should tune
ass of Miss Juanita Williamson lion as such.
the third of a seiies of panel dis- At the meeting of the
workshop
cussions was presanted tothe members, a film was shown
enelass by Miss Annie B. Price and titled, "The Toy-makers' Workames Greer. The topic under dls- shop" and proved to be quite imssion was "K t n g versus pressive.
AACP." Miss Price discussed
In the movie there was a conthe reasons which leads us to beflict between . two puppets -who
lieve that Mr King had valid were
alike in all respects except
reasons for attackine the NAACP,'
for a few spects on the one of
an the other hind Mr. Greer did
them and they chose to segregate
just the opposit.
;themselves accordingly. The conThe material was dramatically
Diet became of such a nature that
'presented by the vivacious young the
toy maker had to come over
to-ed and her accompanist. and the
and settle the argument. Instead
!lass enjoyed the presentation. The
of choosing sides the tuy maker
ye,
many un-read students simply
stated, "I made the both
Were' ened and they are now of
you and there is no technical
wide awake.
difference between you."
Frank Lyles recorded the entire
'discussion so that the material will If this could only hold true when
'tie available for future reference. dealing with race relations today
rith the Heavenly Father serving
FUTURE DISCUSSIONS
as Maker. He made us all and
Next week another panel of six there is no technical
differences.
011 present a diacussion concernMrs. Roland is slated to hold anng the current Et-Israel disother workshop meeting if possinde. The topic will be, "Does ble,
on LeMoyne's campus, where
Sgypt or Israel have a right to
materials will be plentiful. Such
the -Gaza Strip?" Members of the an
organization can prove very
sane are to be, Frank Lyles,
important to the community in
eery Crockett, Emma Gibson,
general and we sincerely hope it
tsida Haralson, Miss Lee and Mr.
will be a success.
,atterson.
Late in April or early in May a DR. M. L. KING SLATED
The famous Alabama Negro min
dant discussion will be staged
lealing with such questions as, later who motivated the bus boy'What constitutes a Liberal Edu- cott in his hometown of Montation?" "How can we tell when gomery which led to deseiregave have secured a Liberal Educe- lion on the buses, is slated to apion?" and "The Velues of a Lib- pear at the Metropolitan Baptist
church on April 19. The church
ra! Education.
The
discussions are quite in- is located next door to LeMoyne's
erelill to all concerned as well campus.
Dr. King is being presented to
a educational and enjoyable. Ledoyne students interested in at- us through the efforts of the Alpha
Phi
Alpha, Phi Beta Sigma, and
ending should see J. M. Greer,
I. J. Poindexter or Miss Juanita Kappa Alpha Psi fraterruties.
Villiamson.
All business appointments will be
held on LeMoyne's campus.
'RHOMANIA"
On Friday, April 26 at 7:30 P.m., Plan to attend the public prohe Sigma Gamma Rho Sororities gram. It could be quite inspirationvill present, "Children Around al.
he World" in the famed Bruce CHAPEL TIME
tall on LeMoyne's campus Their
During the course of the year
pest artist will be the nationally LeMoyne's campus has ocen favs mous Negro hi-school girl, Miss ored with visits from suet.
, speak31pria Lockerman.
ers as, Dr. Thomas Parish and
Miss Lockerman was recently a Rabbi James Wax in its chapel
tontettant on the television quiz services.
how, "$64,000 QuestIon" and won
Dr. Thomas has been in Memiall that amount before quitting
phis only three years and is an
he game under the advisement active member of the Dtsciples of
d her grandmother.
Christ church. He recently reFor information concerning, Rho- ceived an honorary doctorate from
riania call GL 8-7607 or WH 6- Culverstockton college in Canton,
3158. Basileus of the Gammas is Mo. The topic of his chapel talk
lorot Ritta Porter, chairman, Erie was, "The dreams that harden into
deeds."
IULi'ISUAL WORKSFIOP
Rabbi Wax, a frequently seen
Recently at the St. John Baptist
campus, is
!hutch, located at Vance and Or- figure on LeMoyne's
sied took
cans, Mrs. C. P. Roland, head of also a native of Missouri
Missouri State univerAloyne's audio-visual aids de- training at
Washington university.
aartment, met with a group of the sity and
Rabbinic training at
thurch's members, in response to He received
college at Cincin3opular demand., and organized en Hebrew Union
nati, Ohio. Graduate work was
'tidies-visual workshop.
University of ChiIt is seemingly safe to assume completed at
St. Louis university.
hat since visual aid is being used cago and
He serves as Rabbi at the Temn tl other fields so successfully
t is finally coming to be used in ple Israel. He chose as topic of
the church. This is progressive his chapel talk, "The Fear 'Of
iction because the church is a Loneliness."

THE ROYAL SIXTEEN—The
Royal Sixteen Savings club
held their 7th Annual Installation ceremony March 17, at
the home of Mrs. M. Crenshaw, 705 Hernando. Officers
installed by Mrs. E. Adams
and members present were:

Mrs. Minnie I.. Crenshaw.
president; Mrs. Halle Patton,
vice president; Mrs. Annie D.
Blair, secretary; Mrs. Stacy
Glover, assistant secretary;
Mrs. Della Catching, treasurer; Mrs. Luis Young, social
treasurer; Mrs. Cora Jolt y,

MODERN
BRONZTHE
ET'fES — Currie's Club
the
setting
for
Tropicana was
the Anniversary Dance held

by t h e Modern Bromette
Social club, Saturday, March
16. Mrs. Jesse Lambert was
crowned queen for 1957. The
club wishes to thank all of

WEST
1#17g0-EMPHIS
NEWS

The Busy Bee club of Mt. 01- Rev. C. A. Dawson is church minive Baptist church, Waverly, Are., ister.
Mrs. Mary Lee Neal, of 106 S.
met last Friday night at the home
of Mrs. Annie Walker. Rev. C. 9th at., was in Little Rock last
Sunday visiting her son, Roosevelt
Burgs is minister.
The annual Crittenden County Neal.
Mrs. 'dell Steele, president of
4-H basketball tournament was
held in connection with the na- the Beauticians Association of Little
Rock, Mrs. Katie Lupper and
tional 4-H club week. There were
her friend, also of Little Rock,
15 entries.
guests of Principal and Mrs.
The Phelix High school rolled up were
enough points to carry back four L. R. Jackson of 632 So. 17th at.
Sunday and Monday. They attend'
willing trophies.
ed the regional meeting held in
Teams in the meet were (5th M
eLemphis at Gorine Beauty Coland 6th grade boys) Turrell, the i
winner; Crawfordsville, runners - n '.e.
The County Health ''ounil met
up, and Banks and Marion; 5th
McNeil II i g h
and 6th grade girls Banks win- last week at the
Vernon Hancock
ners; Crawfordsville, runners-up; school and Miss
consultant, attended
Marion and Turret]; 9th - 12th state health
remarks.
grade boys, Marion, winners and the session and made
Mrs. Thelma Potts, county
Crawfordsville.
MIThete 4-H club teams w e r e health nurse, spoke on "Why
coached and supervised by lead- dren Misbehave".
Following the discussion, McNeil
ers and senior 4-H club varsity
players. Samuel Whiling, Pihelie High school presented a three leader and 4-Her Rhodes, coach act skit on the Triangles of Health,
for the senior and junior boys. produced by R. A. Callis.
Schools present included DunMiss Harris, Phelix leader and
why people
There le •
NEW YORK — (INS) — The
bar, Miss B. Strong, coordinator,
Ilk. to sio business with us. It New York Post yesterday became 4-Her Lucy Lane, coach for the and five students; Pehlix, Miss M.
girls. Mr. Watson and Mrs. Hilis oar prompt, friendly service,
the third metropolitan afternoon hard were coaches from Turrell. Wedlock, Mrs. M. Montague and
toureeeee treatment and desire
daily newspaper to announce an , Mr. Johnson, Mrs. Cleora Sand- five students, and McNeil, Mrs.
Se help you.
Veola McNeil and Mrs. R. A. Calincrease in price from five to ten ers and Mrs. Mary Miller, of
Open Thursday and Friday Nights. centts. The Post increase becomes Crawfordsville; Mr. Sherman and lis with 12 students.
Two patrons attending were Mrs.
(isvtnn of F.dmnnd
M
Until 8 P. M.
effective tommorrow.
L. Miles, president of the county
"Closed all day Saturday"
Hulbert
won
over
Edmondson
The New York World-Telegram
in the 7th and 8th grade wing home demenstrahon council and
and Sun and the Journal-Amerischool boys' bracket. Marion won
cents
to
ten
from
five
can went
last week. The morning tabloids, over Crawfordsville in the same
Daily News and Daily Mirror, bracket for girls.. Marion be a t
raised their weekday price from Crawfordsville in the 7th and 8th
grade high school division f or
four to five cents.
152 MADISON AVE.
newspapers boys.- Marion girls in the 9-12 dicases,
the
all
In
vision defeated Crawfordsville.
Phone JA. 5-7611
blamed heavily increased producMiss Leachman, Banks 4-H club;
orote Owned . Home Operated
tion costs.
Mrs Stafford and Mrs. Harness
and Carlton Adams, senior 4-H
coach.
Officials for the tournament were
varsity players of the senior
(English Lady)
554 SCOTT
4-H club in Forrest City and were
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
under the supervision of John B
A GYPSY
Clerk, St. Francis county extension agent.
This is her new office. I am the REAL
•••
MADAM BELL that stayed at the Mississippi
The Morning Star singing chorState Line for years. Look for a little long
us had a weiner roast last Friwhite house and two big Aluminum house
day night on the lawn of the resitrailers and you will find MADAM BELL
dence of Mrs. Izola Reed, of 126
there at ALL TIMES.
S. 13th M., and it was real fun
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have you lost faith
meeting old friends and roast
in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health?
weiners. The president, Mrs. SarAre you discouraged? If any of these are your problems,
ah Thurmond, expressed thanks to
come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She will read
the public and all members of,
life to you just as she would read an open book. Tell you
the chorus. Mrs. Lottie Hill is the'r
why your job or business is not a success, If you have failed
I chorus secretary and Rev. C. Solin the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
den is minister.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way to Covington,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mitchell, of
fennessee just four miles above Millington, one block below
126 S. 12th were happy to have
Colony Night Club. Other-wlse known as Turf Club. Look for
Mrs. Albia Taylor of Earle, Ark.
sign on left hand side of the road, coming oat of Memphiti in
and her granddaughter, Wonder
Tipton County. Look for MADAM BELL HAND SIGN. 30 minJoy Gray, as week end guests.
Mee drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Door.
Mrs. Taylor is mother of Mr. Mit
5 Greyhound buses pass daily to and from Memphis, ask your
chell.
bus driver to put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can
The Pilgrim Rest chorus is spontake the Millington bus and get off at the Post Office In Mil.
soring a program Sunday, March 1.11.•11111•111.11111•111111•111.1=1
lington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to MADAM
31 at 2 p.m.
BELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the addresr
, The following churches are participating: Rev. Tucker, of New
011..)ME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
Salem Baptist, Riceville; Rev. W.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
D. Johnson, of Mt. Calvary, West
Hours I 11.7/1. RO 2 p.m.
Memphis; and Rev. S. Cooper, of
Readings Daily, Open on Sunday
Green Hill Baptist, Marion.
don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
Mrs. Josephine Jenkins is Pre.'
look for the right den and the right name.
ident of the sponsoring group.

LOANS 3rd N.Y.Daily
AUTOS- FURNITURE
• EQUIPMENT
•
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NEWS

r the TenneyI leader erase
that led,Tenthe 93 to 73
mtheastens
Is in Kansas
II phi.

4-5554

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

eMoyne College

Hikes Price
From 5c To 10c

DIXIE
fINANCE COMPANY

MADAM BELL

A son, James Ford Ill, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Thompson, 146$
MARCH 16, 1957
A ion, Gregory Lynn Townsend, and Mrs. James Ford, 424 Fra-1 Lydia.
A son. Roderick Eugene W i !to Mr. and Mrs. Louis D. Town- zier.
A daughter. Linda Jean Brown, llama, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
send, 1480 Dorris,
A daughter, to Mr. and Mn. to Mr. and Mrs. Sterling J. Brown, Williams, 852 Lemoyne Mall.
A daughter, Belinda Gail RosCurtis Farmer, 640 S. Orleans. 789 Alaska.
A daughter, Corlis Dianne BO- A daughter, Josephine Frani*. ser, to Mr. and Mrs. Mathes Row
ricanon, to Mr. and Mrs. James lin, to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Frank- ser, 1060 Cella.
A daughter, Pamela Lavonne
S. Buckanon, 61 W. Burdock.
lin, 1514 Ash.
Nichols, to Mr. and Mrs. HayA daughter, Brenda Gail Perry,
A daughter, Marcia Lucille,
chaplain; Mrs. 1111le Roberts.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Perry, Quarles, to Mr. and Mrs. David wood Nichols, 598 Vance,
MARCH 21, 1957
B. D. treasurer; Miss Matti*
151 W. Norwood.
Quarles, 1101 Eyers.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
Ford, R. D. treasurer; Mrs.
A son. Gerald Scott, to Mr. and
A son, Franklin Oliver Sawyer,
Louise Jackson, sick commitMrs. BobbieL. Scott, 2090 Far- to Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Sawyer, John Talley, 776 Eastmoreland.
A daughter, Mable Troy Jones,
tee, Mrs. Anna Johnson. Miss rington.
442 Poplar.
to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Jones,
011ie Ford, Mrs. Alberta BurMARCH 17. 1957
A son, David Monroe Boyoe, to 1655 Pope.
ton, business manager and
A son, Patrick O'Neil Ores, to Mr. and Mrs. Elven P. Boyoe,
A daughter, Rita Tuggle, to Mr.
Mrs. Mary Grayson.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Ores, 600 353 Boyd.
and Mrs. Bob G. Tuggle, 5365 Park
Wenkley.
A daughter, Carolyn Ann RowA son, Melvin Dale Flowers, le
A daughter, Jessie Mae Maad- lett, to Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Mr. and Mrs. Finis M. Flowers,
gon, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Rowlett, 555 Carpenter.
Carver.
1891
Fadgon, 4493 Walnut Grove rd.
MARCH 19, 1967
A daughter, Helen Marie Atkins,
A son, Leslie Hooker, Ill, to
A son, Eddie Earl Jeffries. to
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hooker, 483 Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Jeffries, 1437 to, Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Atkins,
3024 Yale.
Hemlock.
Tillman.
A daughter, Vickie Dianne LesA son, Curtis Arnold Greer, to
A son, Hugh Edward Wilburn,
Mr. and Mrs. James Greer. 784 jr. to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh E. Wil- ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ike Lester,
977 Bingham.
burn, 140 W. Utah.
W. Walnut.
A son, Malcolm Wright, to Mr.
A daughter, Doris Jean Davis,
A son, Roosevelt Shine. to Mr.
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie J. Davis, and Mrs. C. J. Shine, 1287 Nicho- and Mrs. Earnest Wright, 971 Bare
ton.
544 Boston.
las.
A son, Gregory Stewart, to Mr.
A daughter, Delois Gibson, to
A son. Earnest Lee Ruffin to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gibson, 1136 'fur- Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie W. Ruffin, and Mrs. Jim Stewart, 166 Kirk.
A sun, Chester Lynn Walker, to
'ley.
1197 S. Main.
A son, Etoy Williams, to Mr.
A son, Jessie Michael King, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Walker, 614
and Mrs. Herbert Williams, 248 Mr. and Mrs. Earnest King, 1580 Mississippi.
A son, Antonio Rennee Sawyer.
Ilanauer.
Hernando.
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sawyer,
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. MARCH 20, 1937
A son, Alvin Montgomery, to 1970 Kansas.
'Wain Macklin, 222 Pauline dr. E.
A son, Kirk Bernard Freeman, Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Montgom- MARCH 22. 1957
A daughter, Naschnell Lashes
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. Free- ery, 749 Marble.
the many organisations that
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. William Green, to Mr. and Mrs. George
man, 54 Wisconsin.
Green,
Almo.
Johnson,
Johnson,
735
637 S. Orleans.
helped to make their dance a
A daughter, Joyce Ann
A daughter, Pat Rechell Allen.
grand affair. Members of the
to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis L. JohnA son, to Mr. and Mrs. Anto Mr. and Mrs. Henry F. Aldrew J. Ballentlne, 518 Wicks.
due are shown with the new
son, 9621
/
2 Ford.
cueen.
MARCH 18, 1957
A son, Billy Ray Myles, to Mr. len, 805 Speed.
A daughter, Gloria Dean Buse
A daughter, Lester Joe Young, and Mrs. Ray J. Myles, 1842
ton, to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie BurAdmit Alabama
to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester M. Riverside.
A son, Michael Thompson, to ton, 605 Marble.
The Alabama A & M college Young, 800 Nonconnah.
gained acceptance as a member
in the American Association of
Teachers Colleges at the ninth anDesigned For Your Peace of Mind
nual meeting of the Association
held in Chicago recently. Presidnt
J. F. Drake of the college has
been notified.

TOURIST MOTOR CLUB

Mrs. Henderson, Lancing ecnimunity. Also there were Mrs. L. P.
Mason and Mrs. T. F Vaughns,
extension agents.
Members of the New Mt. Zion
Baptist church were musically entertained last Sunday by the Turnadors of West Memphis on a
program sponsored by the Junior
W. W. club. Mrs. Mary Ann Hubbard, president; Rev. H. Boykin,
pastor.
Eleven 4-If deb girls of Clarksdale received special training on
"Know Your Machine" last Wednesday and Thursday. Girls who
received training in the twodry sewing school conducted by
Mrs. L. P. Mason, assistant home
demonstration agent, and Mrs. Lucille Vaughn, Clarksdale e-II leader: Veteral Wallace, Mary L e e
Terry, Rena Mae Myles, Helen
Jean Skikes, Martha Spencer,
Lucille Jones, Freddie Lee Richardson, Evelyn Hunt, Shirley
Dean, Sallie Christene Brown and
Mamie Jean Brooks and Mildred
Smith.
Mrs. Louise K. Shivers, of 215
S. at., had as her guests over the
week end Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Jones, of St. Louis. Mrs. Jones is
her sister. . .Stopping by for a
brief call last Sunday afternoon
were Mr and Mrs. C. Washington.
of Paducah, Ky. Mrs. Washington
has been visiting a seriously ill
sister.
Booker T. Mosby, of 811 South
19th at., is improving and friends
are happy to know he is up again.

JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

Now You Can Travel All 48 States
WITHOUT EMBARRASSMENT
Endorsed by more than 500 Governors, Mayors, Police Chiefs, City
Managers, Plus Church Groups In all towns coast to coast.
VI SLIER

I.

WV% E

President

TMC
MEMBERS ENJOY
20 BIG BENEFITS
1. GSM eeeeeIP CIERTIFI.
CATS ornboasod In sole
2. OFFICIAL CAR EMBLEM
idontif
VAC Ittornbor.
2 $100 Ball BOND seg..
YOU out of tremble.
4. 55,500
ACCIDENT-NOW
PITAL Policy
protoota
yea.
S. MEDICAL
PAYMIINTS
COVERAGE assume 10
wattles funds 135.00 oar
weak.

Your low-cost TOURIST MOTOR CLUB Membership lets you
know in advance where you'll eat, sleep and play when traveling.
Offers full highway protection. Membership Bail Bond keeps you
out of trouble when you're miles from home. $2,500 Accident and
Hospital Insurance Policy protects you and your family—anywhere
in 48 states! TMC Members avoid embarrassment, costly highways delays: get greater enjoyment on every trip.
YOUR CHOICE OF TWO LOW-COST PLANS
Be a TOURIST MOTOR CLUB Charter Member! Siniply check
application below and enclose $20.00 money order or check. Or
of you prefer pay only $6.00 down with TMC Application—and pay
balance C.O.D. Either way you get ALL 25 vital highway services,
benefits, protection aids. make your next vacation trip a joy
instead of a nightmare!
Be a trouble free TMC member starting today!

PLUS 20 VITAL
SERVICES
like National Hotel Directory (hotels and
motels that welcome
YOU) Best places to
fish and hunt throughout America, National
Travel Guide, full National Tour Service.

MI • II ••II•M•MII III Inn III RI III U MAO walla
• MAIL YOUR FULL YEAR MEMBERSHIP TODAY •
• Walter L. Lowe, Pres, TOURIST MOTOR CLUB, Inc. •
Dept. C. D. •
•6 East Garfield Blvd. Chicago, Ill.
•
•
( ) I'd like to be a Charter Member of TOURIST MOTOR
•
CLUB. I enclose $20.00 with Membership Applica•
tion—checked below. Rush by return mail special
engraved Charter Membership Card, $2,500 Travel•
Accident-Hospital Policy all 20 big TMC Membership
..
benefits.
Opportunity
•
•(
1 I'm sold! I enclosed $6.00 with TMC Application. Ship
FOR AGENTS
everything—Membership Card, $100 Bail Bond, $2,500
•
Insurance Policy, all 20 TMC highway services, beneEarn extra money in spare
fits, full protection aids. I'll pay balance of $14.00
or full time. Will be espec- •
plus mail C.O.D. fee.
ially profitable to insurance ▪
debit men. Write letter of •
— • —.
facts about yourself. Free • NAME
sales, unusual profit facts in
eeeeee
•• m•
••
•
your hands by return mail.
•
Zone
•
City
......
—..—..—
WRITE NOW To.
•
•
Walter L. Lowe, Pres.
Serial No
Year & Make of Car . .. —..••
TOURIST MOTOR CLUB
6 East Garfield Blvd., • Your Age ( ) Male or Female( )Driver's License No
•
Chicago, Ill.
▪ 11 UU U UUUUU 111 •• II• MEW •• Willa"

Gilbey's Gin is the.one gin distilled in
11 countries and served `round the world_

PH. GL.2-9463

World-wide popularity
of Gilbey's Gin proves
you'll like it best!
"MENEM

WDIA

Paris...Is Treace, is is
10 ether nations, gin plasm.*
starts with"CILRETS,

11111111

MI▪ N
MIR
MO
IMO

MEMPHIS
1070 on your dial Am=

Gilbey's Gin
Try it and see why
"the world agrees on 'GILBEY'S please'!"

411111111.11111111

otunrs DISTILLED LONDON MT OIK 90 PROOF. 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS W di A GILBET,I.TO ,CINCIOSATI. OHIO
MUNN end battled is is. UMW Matas, ENDA 611111512 Australia, South Africa, franca. itily, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Merles
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HART'S BREAD

jIE
S
MADE WITH

SWEET CREAM
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Hart's Icing Size Stead Is Made
With Sweet Cream Buttermilk
And Has That kiss Of Country
Freshness. Treat Yourself like
Company And Enjoy This Newest
Product from The WORLDS
FINEST BilkERY

AT YOUR GROCER'S IN 7/11
14/111114R YELLOW WRAPPER
WITlf Till BIG RED floIRT'S
4

